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News In Brief

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 8, 1988

Voter turnout
big question
in today's
elections

Rev. Randle Dew, director of the Paducah Habitat for Humanity,
spoke to Calloway County residents Monday night who are forming a
Murray Habitat, which will build decent home for the poor.

Local Murray Habitat for Humanity
names seven to steering committee
The Murray Habitat for Humanity, a non-profit organization being
formed to help poor people have decent housing and to become home
owners, got off the ground by naming seven people to a steering committee Monday night during a meeting at the First United Methodist
Church:
At its next meeting, to be Nov. 21 at 7 p.m.. the group will hear
specific recommendations from the steering committee in the areas
of appointing people to find lots for building, finding contributions
and electing a board of directors.
Appointed to the steering committee were Rebecca Dublin, Chuck
Hulick, Bob Jackson, Loretta Jobs, Dr. Garth Petrie, Dr. David
Roos, and Marilyn Willis.
Willis, principal of the Murray-Calloway County Vocational
Center, said a local Habitat for Humanity chapter would be a means
for her carpentry students to get job training and at the same time
render a service to the community.
Local attorney Max Parker has agreed to draw up the legal papers
for the new chapter which will be part of an international organization made famous by former president Jimmy Carter by his participation in it over the past few years.
(('ont'd on page 2)

Elsewh
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WASHINGTON — Democrats appear assured of keeping or improving their 54-46 grip on the Senate in today's balloting as a handfull of cliffhanger contests inject political drama into an election in
which most incumbents probably are home free.
WASHINGTON — The only question about Democratic dominance
of the House that today's voting will answer is precisely how great it
will be, politicians from both parties agree.
.4 CROSS THE NATION — Bans on cheap guns in Maryland and
state-funded abortions in Michigan were being decided by voters today. In California, AIDS testing and rival measures aimed at curbing
car insurance premiums have sparked the nation's most expensive
contest outside who occupies the White House
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Bush, Dukakis issuing their final appeals
By The Associated Press
As the final appeals echoed
across the land from a long, bareknuckle campaign, Americans
headed for the polls today to
choose between presidential rivals
George Bush and Michael
Dukakis, and determine the
makeup of the next Congress and
the outcome of thousands of races
for lesser offices.
"I come away from all of this
even more optimistic about the
future of this great country of ours
than when I started," a sleepless
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From Staff, AP Reports
Kentuckians must like elections
— they have at least one every six
months. But they don't necessarily
like to vote.
The last time a president was
elected, barely 68 percent of the
registered voters cast ballots.
Secretary of State Bremer
Ehrler predicts the turnout may
not even reach that level once all
the ballots are counted from today's voting.
There was a variety to choose
from on the ballot — presidents.
congressmen, legislaaors, constitutional amendmenta and even
a Supreme Court justice.
In Calloway County, Teresa
Rushing, Calloway County clerk,
predicted a somewhat better than
moderate turnout for the election.
"The presidential'election usually
always draws a big turnout, but
it's not going to be quite as large
this year. I don't believe," she
said. "The city and county school
board races will generate considerable interest and the overall
voter turnout should depend upon
those races."

Dukakis told 3,000 supporters who
turned out for a 3 a.m. rally in subfreezing weather in Des Moines,
Iowa.
Battling for an upset, the
Democratic nominee campaigned
through the night, flying from
Iowa to Detroit to Boston, where
he was attending a final campaign
rally and casting his vote in
Brookline, Mass. Then he awaits
the voters' verdict on his
marathon quest for the
presidency.
"Our spirits are bright, the

future looks good. We're grateful
to all of you," he told several hundred people who stood in the rain
in Detroit.
"It's in the hands of the gods and
the American people," said Bush
as he completed his final campaign swing Monday.
Following long-standing tradition, the 38 voters of Dixville
Notch, N.H., cast their ballots at
midnight.
Their votes, the first counted,
were 34 for Bush, three for
Dukakis and one write-in ballot for

former Republican candidate
Rep. Jack Kemp of New York.
If the race is tight, voter turnout
could be a major factor in determining the outcome.
Republicans and Democrats had
major efforts under way to get
their supporters to the polls.
With pollsters still finding
millions of voters claiming they
hadn't made up their minds, Bush
and Dukakis made final-hour appeals for support on television
(Cont'd on page!)

Signing in

Election officer Alberta Korb, at right. showed Vera Heater where to sign in at the 11th precinct polls. located
in the Christian Community Church at 16th and Glendale. The precinct was busy as voters cast their ballots
for local school board races, constitutional amendments and other state and national offices.

(Cont'd on page!)
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Gov. Wilkinson still wants November session
FRANKFORT, Ky. lATh — Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson is apparently still determined to call
a special legislative session on a state lottery in
November. despite a request from House
Democrats that he delay it until January
Members of the governor's staff polled
legislators on Monday — asking whether they
prefer Nov. 14 or Nov. 28 for a lottery session if
voters today approve an amendment to the
state constitution allowing a lottery.
Wilkinson declined to respond to questions
about the polling on Monday.
Democratic leaders in the legislature said the
informal poll was a message that the governor
had rejected the request to postpone the session
until January
"I'm not surprised the governor has rejected
the request. We knew when we made it our
chances of getting him to see things our way

were slim," said House Democratic Whip Kention reform and higher taxes at a second
ny Rapier. "I understand they've called most special session. Wilkinson has said he wants the
members, but they haven't called me. They
lottery session this month and a January ses-'
know how I feel."
sion to consider his own education reform plan.
Tom Dorman, Wilkinson's legislative aide,
Support for a state lottery was the corsaid Friday's request to delay a lottery session
"was a message from House leaders. We want nerstone of Wilkinson's upset victory in the 1987
to contact the Senate and other House primary election for governor Early this year,
the legislature approved putting the issue on
members."
the
ballot. If the amendment passes, the
Dorman said that Wilkinson has not made a
decision on the date for a lottery session. He legislature must pass a bill to establish the
said, "In general, the governor has made it structure for operating a lottery.
clear since he won the primary that he wants to
A commission appointed by the governor
call a session to enact lottery legislation in recently unveiled a proposed lottery bill that
November of 1988."
drew some criticism from many legislators,
Besides recommending that the lottery ses- prompting House Democrats to ask Wilkinson
sion be delayed until January — when the to postpone the lottery session to allow more
General Assembly must meet anyway for its time for a review of the proposed hill
election of leaders — the group asked the governor to consider the legislature's ideas on educa- t(Cont'd on pal:).

Ed Davis appointed director of local
West Kentucky Small Business Center
Tonight. Mostly clear. Loa
around 40
Wednesday: Increasing
clouds
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for a chance of showers
Thursday and partly cloudy
conditions Friday and Saturday

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

367 7
357.8

Ed Davis, a member of the Murray State University faculty since
1981, has been appointed to direct
the West Kentucky Small Business
Development Center ISBDCI at
Murray State.
Davis succeeds Otis H. "Hamp"
Erwin, who was the center's first
director 0981-881, Erwin retired
from the position Sept. 30.
The West Kentucky SBDC at
Murray State is one of 15 service
centers affiliated with the state's
SBDC headquarters at the University of Kentucky in Lexington. It is
designed to provide delivery of up-

to-date counseling, training and
research assistance in all aspects
of small business management.
Services range from help with
financial, marketing, production,
engineering and technical problems to the development of
feasibility studies.
A visiting lecturer and instructor
in the College of Business and
Public Affairs, Davis taught
courses in word processing, office
administration,
economics,
management, marketing, business
communications and accounting.
He also served as a consultant for

the SBDC, setting up accounting
systems for small businesses.
Davis' business background
began in the U.S. Army when he
served as chief of the accounting
branch at Toul. France. He used his
skills in accounting and management while working for Pet Inc. in
Alabama from 1960-1971.
Prior to coming to Murray State
as a graduate student in 1977, he
served as accountant and assistant
to the president at Jax Mold and
Machine Inc. in Decatur, Ala.
(Cont'd oa page 2)

Ed Davis
New SBDCdirector
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Monday mishap

Final appeals...

(Cont'd from page /)
Monday night.
"I cannot predict all of the
challenges America will face in
the years ahead," Bush said at the
conclusion of a 30-minute television commercial broadcast on the
three major networks. "I can tell
you what principles will guide me,
what values I hold dear and I can
say that I believe I have the experience to be a steady hand
guiding our country."
He described Dukakis as someone with "no experience in na
tional security affairs."
The Democratic nominees
30-minute appeal was on the networks immediately preceding the
Bush broadcast.
The campaigns paid about $1
million each for the time for their
back-to-back appeals.
Lloyd Bentsen, the Democratic
vice presidential nominee, was in
Texas although he had used an
Newly proclaimed Eagle Scout Kelly Prescott was honored by
U.S. Conabsent
ee ballot to cast his vote
gressman Carroll Hubbard in front of a large group at the
Boy Scouts
early. Dan Quayle, the Republican
Court of Honor in the First Christian Church Monday evenin
g. In addivice presidential nominee, was
tion to Prescott's receiving the highest scouting award, severa
l boy
C.D. Johnson, at right, checks the damage to a
home in Huntington. Ind., where
scouts in Murray's Troops 45 and 77 were awarded ranks
truck driven by his nephew, Jimmy Dale Johnso
and merit
ray,
n of Rt. 2 Murafter it was involved in an accident at 11:50 a.m.
he
planne
d
to
vote.
badges.
Monday.
Johnso
n
was
"We are running an uncrossing U.S. 641 north of Murray on Ky. 464 when Reports from the Kentucky State Police said
he pulled into the path of a dump truck driven
northbound on U.S. 641 by Crawford Lanham
precedented level of activity to
of Marion. A Murray Calloway County Hospit
al spokesperson
said
Johnso
n
was treated and released at the hospital turn out our voters," said Susan
Lanham was apparently uninjured, the police
The accident was investigated by KSP Troope
said.
Estrich, Dukakis' campaign
r Chuck Riggs, who was assisted by the Murray
ment Rescue Unit.
Fire Departmanager. "By our calculation
`vtaH photo bv David Tuck
there's a half a dozen to 10 states
that are within a couple of points
The retail promotions committee of the Murray-Call
oway County
Between the ticket-toppers and
non contest, though most others
where being able to turn out our
Chamber of Commerce has announced that the 1988 "Holid
ay Open
vice presidential nominees Lloyd
faced nominal opposition.
vote can make the difference."
House" has been scheduled for Sunday, Nov. 13. "This
Sunday has
Bentsen for the Democrats and
Democratic 1st District Rep.
"The question is not whether (Cont'd from page 1)
proved very successful in the past years. Shoppers do seem
to start
Dan Quayle for the Republicans,
Carroll Hubbard was challenged
turnout will go down but rather
earlier each year and do turn out for the Open House,"
Rushing said thus far this elec- national candidates
commented
by independent Charles Hatchett
have visited
how far," said Curtis B. Gans, tion day has
Bob Wynn, president of the Downtown Business Associates.
been the smoothest the state more than a dozen times.
of
Hardin. The dean of Kentucky's
directo
r
of
the
Commi
The Murray Electric System will have Christmas decora
ttee for the ever with no machine proble
tions up
ms The interest far outweighs the
Washington delegation, 2nd
Study of the American Electorate. and ever
previous to Sunday, Nov. 13.
ything running state's clout in the electoral colDistrict Rep. William Natcher, a
While predicting that up to 95 accordingly.
Wynn said the group is asking all merchants to begin
evening and
lege with only nine votes.
Democrat, faced retired Army
million Americans would vote,
Sunday shopping hours on Friday, Nov. 25, and contin
ue them
"This has been the quietest elecEhrler said having a full slate of
Maj. Martin Tori for the seat he
Gans said the percentage of eligithrough Friday, Dec. 23.
legislative elections on the ballot
has held since 1953.
ble voters casting ballots could be tion morning ever for us," she
The annual Rotary Christmas Parade and breakfast will
be held
along with local races for school
The other Democratic members
the lowest since 1948 when it was commented.
Saturday, Dec. 3. "Santa's house will be up in time for this,"
Wynn
board may actually turn out the
There are approximately 19,000
of the delegation Rep. Ron Mazzoli
51.1 percent.
stated. "Santa, or course, will be in the parade and will
start his
voters. Interest in the constituof Louisville's 3rd District and
Americans who do vote will registered voters in Calloway
hours for the Christmas season," Wynn added.
tional amendment for a lottery is
Rep. Carl "Chris" Perkins of the
elect 33 senators and the entire County. Rushing said she analso high.
7th District, were challenged by
House, as well as 12 governors and ticipated some 6,000 to 7,000 votes
When voters go to the polls, they
Republican Philip Dunnagan and
thousands of other state and locals being cast locally.
will likely be required to produce
former Pike Circuit Judge Will
officials.
Ehrler predicted that perhaps
some
identification, such as a
Scott, respectively.
Of the Senate seats being filled, two-thirds of the 2,026,307 Kendriver's license, Social Security
Republicans Larry Hopkins in
18 currently are held by tuckians registered to vote will acFlu vaccines will be available at the Calloway
card or credit card. The identificathe 6th District was chased by
Democrats and 15 by Republicans. tually cast ballots. The total
County Health
Center on Friday, Nov. 11, beginning at 8 a.m. The clinic
tion process is part of the electionDemocrat Milt Patton and Jim
By most estimates the Democrats, number eligible includes 1,361,631
will last until 4 p.m., unless the vacinne supply is depleted earlier
law
changes passed in the 1988
Bunning in the 4th District by
now holding a 54-46 majority, Democrats, 596,443 Republicans
. The cost of
the vaccine $3 per dose, and no appointment is needed
General Assembly to combat
Richard Beliles.
should keep control.
between these
and 68,233 indepeclents and others.
times, a spokesperson for the center said.
voter fraud.
All 100 seats in the Kentucky
Among the closest Senate races
Any residents who might have questions concerning
"At
first,
I
though
t
it
The
would
only
be
a
other
House
statew
ide
of Representatives were oh
issues
were contests for open seats in
flu vaccines
should telephone 753-3381.
involved proposed amendments to
the ballot, though the majority
Florida, Washington, Wisconsin real low turnout," Ehrler said. "I
the Kentucky Constitution.
were not contested. And
and Mississippi. Threatened in- think we'll end up with a much betAmendment 1 to lift the prohibiDemocrats were mathematically
cumbents included Chic Hecht, R- ter turnout than we were
years of age, have a child under 10 Nev.,
anticipating.
tion of a state lottery received the
assured of retaining control of the
Lowell Weicker, R-Conn.,
and be employed earning between
most attention while interest in
lower chamber.
and John Melcher, D-Mont.
A higher turnout wouldn't Amendment 2, • to give
$600 and $1,000 per month. Single
(Cont'd from page 1)
Likewise, Democrats were
surface
Democrats control the House by necessarily
be a reflection of in- owners more say over the stripparent
s
are
also
considered by the a 255-177 margin and
assure
d of keeping the Senate,
The director of Paducah Habitat
not even the terest in the campaign
selection committee which deterfor presimining of their land under terms
where 19 of the 38 seats were on
for Humanity, Rev. Randle Dew,
most partisan Republicans expect dent betwee
n Republican George
mines who will get the house.
of a broad-form deed, was hotly
the ballot. Republicans fielded
spoke to those who gathered to
that to change very much.
Bush
and
Democrat Michael
Thoug
h
debated in eastern Kentucky.
contri
bution
s
candidates in only seven of those
of cash,
form the Murray chapter last
Among the nation's governors, Dukakis.
Some have argued that
bonds and property are all tax three Republ
Only one member of Kentucky's
districts.
night.
icans - Arch Moore the national
parties have paid
deductible, Dew stressed that of West Virgin
congressional delegation - 5th
There was also a contest for the
ia,
Edwar
d DiPrete more attention to Kentuc
Dew explained how Habitat
Habitat was not a charity. He said of Rhode
ky than
District Rep. Harold "Hal" 7th District seat on the Kentuc
Island
and
ky
Norma
n
Kentucky has paid to them.
works:
the gift, having been returned in Bangerter
Rogers - avoided a general elecSupreme Court where incumbent
of
Utah
were
rated
It solicits funds from churches,
mortgage payments, builds yet the most threat
James Stephenson was challenged
ened. In addition,
individuals, businesses, organizaanother house for another family Democrat
by
Court of Appeals Judge Dan
Evan Bayh was favored
tions and foundations. A lot is
paying more taxes and putting to defeat Republ
Jack
Combs for the eight-year
ican
John
Mutz in
secured and a modest, new, threedown roots in the community.
term. The race was non-partisan.
the race to succeed GOP Indiana
bedroom home is built which costs
Dew said it took Paducah Gov. Robert D. Orr.
Under Kentucky law, polls stay
about $20,000. Volunteers do most
Habitat about 18 months to raise
open from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. local
In the presidential race, the poll
of the work. The house is sold to a
money to build its first house when offered a mixed view
time. If voters are in line when the
of the profamily who works a minimum of
it began in 1980. It has now built spects, although all
closin
g time comes, they will be
Campu
gave
Bush
s
tours
the
and
visits with col- dent Financial Aid will also be
325 hours with the volunteers to
nine homes. -People didn't lead heading into Electi
allowed to vote.
lege faculty are on the agenda for available in the morning to
on
Day.
explain
complete the house instead of
believe that it could be done," he
A CBS News poll said Bush's area high school seniors and their the application
process and loan,
making a down payment. It's callsaid.
lead had narrowed from nine
parents who attend Murray State grant and scholarship progr
ed "sweat equity."
ams
Habitat for Humanity, with points to six, while a Harris
University's second Fall Senior that are available.
poll
headquarters in Americus, Ga., said Dukakis had moved to within Day of 1988
on Saturday, Nov. 12.
Also. there is no interest on the
Students and their parents will be
was founded by Millard Fuller in four points.
Sponsored by the Office of School
'd
20-year $20,000 mortgage. 1976. Fuller
MSU's
guests for Saturday's foot- (Cont from.page 1)
made his millions in
But a new Gallup poll said Bush
Relations, the annual visitation day
Payments, insurance and taxes
Davis
is a member of the Inball
game scheduled or 1:30 p.m. in
business but a spiritual quest led
had an 11-point lead that was for prospective MSU students will
run about $140 a month. If the
Roy Stewart Stadium when the stitute for Management Accounhim to give his wealth away and to holding steady.
begin with registration at 9 a.m. in
house must be sold during the
MSU Racers play the Blue Raiders tants and Phi Delta Kappa. He is
build homes in Americus, in
the
Curris Center. From there, the
mortgage term, Habitat has the
from
Middle Tennessee State president of the local Association
Africa and in South America.
seniors and their parents will tour
Kentucky 94 East
first option to repurchase.
for Retarded Citizens and a
University.
There are now more than 200 inthe campus and residence halls in
member of the board and
Those eligible to purchase a
dependent, but affiliated Habitats
Fall Senior Days are open to all preside
to be closed
small groups.
Habitat House must be 21 to 50 at work
nt-elect of the Kentucky
in the United States.
high school seniors in Murray
Lunch will be served beginning
ARC.
Kentucky 94 East will be closed
State's
four-state
service area of
at 11:45 a.m. in Winslow Cafeteria.
He is chairman for the annual
Monday, Nov. 14 through Friday,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois and
At 12:30 p.m. each of Murray
fundraiser for the Work Activities
Nov. 18, for repairs to the
Missou
ri, according to Carmen
State's six colleges - Business and
Training Center for the HandicapKentucky -West Tennessee Public
Garland, assistant director of the
Affairs
,
Educat
ion,
Fine
ped I WATCH1 and serves as the
railroad crossing, according to a
Arts
and
Communication, Office of School Relations, adding center's treasurer and on its board.
spokesperson for the Kentucky
that approximately 200 students
Humanistic Studies, Industry and
He also helped establish an accounDepartment of Highways.
and
65 parents attended MSU's Fall
Techno
logy,
and
Scienc
e
will
WERE FIGHTING For? American Heart
ting
system for the organization.
Detours will include Railroad sponso
Senior Day in October
r 45-minute academic ses\curt LIFE
Davis
was appointed to the
Street
,
Maple
Association
Street and In- sions to present
the choices
Students interested in obtaining
Developmental Disability Planning
dustrial Road, it was reported.
available to seniors in their areas more information about the Fall
Council by Gov. Martha Layne Colof interest
Senior Days may call 1-800-592-3977
lins in April 1987.
Personnel from the Office of Stu- lin Kentucky I or (5021 762-289
An Ed.D. candidate at Vander6.
bilt University, he earned the
•
B.B.A. degree at the University of
•
Montevallo and the M.B.A. and
he Board of Cornnusstoners,
S.C.T. degrees at Murray State.
•
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and annual Christmas parade set
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An Open House Celebration

•
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Refreshments
Door Prizes
Entertainment
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DOUBLE DAY
Second Set of Prints

FREE!
Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

Session...
(Cont'd from page I)
The comments of some
lawmakers contacted by the
governor's office Monday indicate
that lawmakers want to wait until
January, but prefer Nov 28 if
given the option of only the two
dates. Rep Ernesto Scorsone,
-Lexington, said, "I told them ... I
prefer the 28th so we have more
time to review the proposed bill."
Rep Billy Ray Smith, DBowling Green, said, "I don't
think the 28th was enough time,
but I preferred that date given
those two choices."
Dorman said administration officials intended to contact all 138
members of the General
Assembly As of Monday afternoon. he said he hadn't compiled
the results
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PERSPECTIVE
Agree Or Not

Changing constitution
usually a slow process
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Kentuckians are notoriously son's election
victory last year
fickle about changing their state's and, if statew
ide polls are to be
antique constitution. Efforts at believed, the favori
te of a majoriwriting an entirely new constitu- ty of Kentuckians.
For the first
tion or making sweeping revisions time in a centur
y, Kentucky will
in the preset one inevitably go be able to have
a statewide lottery
down to defeat at the polls.
if the amendment passes.
That fundamental conservatism
So convinced are the governor
isn't based on any deep affection and lottery suppor
ters it will pass
for the 1891 document, although easily that very
little actual cammany of us take a kind of perverse paigning for
it has taken place,
pride in watching governors and despite the
accumulation of hunthe like swear they've never dreds of thousands
of dollars by
fought a duel or acted as a second pro-lottery politic
al action comin a _duel when they take the of- mittees. Lotte
ry opponents
ficial oath of office. It's an an- haven't raised
nearly as much
choronism that is colorful, replete money and,
except for some mailwith the state's frontier history, ings and a
few television debates
and it harms no one.
here and there with supporters,
The reluctance to change cer- their campaign has been nearly as
tainly isn't based on any vast low-key.
public knowledge of what's in the
Amendment No. 2 is the soconstitution. In fact, the number of called broad form deed amendKentuckians who have ever Ment that will effectively put an
bothered to wade through its long end to the owners of mineral rights
and tedious sections probably stripmining for coal without any
wouldn't make up a good cheering legal requirement to get permissection for a Friday night high sion from or pay royalties or
school football game.
damages to the owners of the surYet, time and time again, face rights. It's an amendment
amendments are put forth and that will put an end to many years
amendments are voted down at of abuse in the state's coal counthe polls. The only truly substan- ties, where interest in its passage
tive revision ever to pass the elec- is strongest.
torate was the Judicial Article
That, in fact, is a major concern
more than a decade ago that com- of the supporters: the voters in the
pletely overhauled the state courts rest of the state, who don't underssystem. On the other hand, it took tand or know about broad form
years of effort by the sheriffs of deeds, may vote against it on the
'Kentucky to convince a majority basis of their longstanding relucof voters to allow them to have tance to change the constitution.
more than one term in office.
That's a legitimate concern and a
reason that a serious effort by supThis year, the voters have two porters is under
way to educate the
amendments to consider when electorate in non
-coal areas about
they go to the polls Nov. 8. Both the amendment.
are important and, if they pass,
Changing Kentucky's constituwill make a lasting impression on tion is a slow and
often frustrating
the commonwealth, albeit in en- process, but that
seems to be the
tirely different ways.
way the voters like it. We'll find
Amendment No. 1 is the famous out Nov. 8
whether they're ready
lottery amendment, the cor- for Lotto games
statewide and fair
nerstone of Gov. Wallace Wilkin- play in the coal fields.

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
14,000 MEMBERS OF BLUE GRASS COUN
CIL
"SCOUT FOR FOOD"
This Thanksgiving, Boy Scouts in Kentucky and
throughout the
nation will continue their tradition of duty and
service by launching
a very special program that will benefit needy
families. Beginning
November 12th and runnii.g through Novem
ber 19th, the Boy
Scouts' "Scouting for Food" collection drive
will take place with
the goal of providing the less fortunate with
food during this holiday season.
The November 12th kickoff will feature 14,000
Blue Grass
Council Boy Scouts fanning out to deliver special
food bags to houses
throughout Kentucky. On the 19th, the Scouts
will return to the same
houses and collect the bags of canned goods
. Boy Scout troops
around the country will conduct similar food drives
to give "Scouting
for Food" national impact.
The Boy Scouts effort will be especially critica
l in Kentucky.
It is a sad fact, that too many Kentuckians go
to bed hungry
each night in our state. The Blue Grass Council
is very excited about
this innovative effort to help feed the hungry.
Their goal is to collect at least 168,000 cans of non-perishable food
for distribution to
local citizens who are in need.
Scouting for Food provides an excellent example
of local citizens
taking it upon themselves to do their part in
helping to solve this
national problem. It will provide the young boys
who will be going
door-to-door to collect food with an important lesson
in community
involvement and helping the less fortunate. The
Scouts have been
planning long and hard for this event and they
estimate that they
should not only collect enough food for the holida
y season, but also
for many months into the new year2A few
cans per hag adds up
to massive quantities when all those who can give
-- please participate
and help the Boy Scouts in this worthwhile effort
.
Thanksgiving is a word that means literally "to
give thanks"
As we get ready to celebrate this holiday, please
remember the
Scouting for Food program as well as any other
food drives that
are taking place in your colnmunity. By giving
generously, we can
provide hungry families with badly needed food
and make thi,s a
season for everyone to enjoy.

Editor's Note: M.C. Garrott has
been readmitted to Norton
Hospital in Louisville. If you
would like to send him a card, address it to him at Norton Hospital,
200 E. (hestnut, Room 5R-0l,
Louisville, Ky., 40202. The following is a repeat of an earlier
column.
Mrs. Emma Daniell called the
other night. She had something
she wanted to show me, and invited me to stop by her place at 113
South 10th Street to see it.
What she had, I learned, was a
copy of News cfr Truths, dated Oct.
22, 1909. This was a small "paper"
published periodically by the late
H. Boyce Taylor. For 34 years, he
was pastor of First Baptist Church
here in Murray, from 1897 until
1931, the longest pastorate in the
church's 141-year history.
Brother Taylor, as he was
known, had written about a
number of people who had gone
out from the local church into service on the mission field, some in
foreign countries and some here in
the United States.
Among these were the names of
C. L. Neal, P. H. Harris, Enos
Calhoun and W. C. Taylor in case
there is anyone around old enough
to remember any of them.
There was one name that had
caught Mrs. Darnell's eye — that
of E. H. Garrott. She wanted to
know if he was a relative of mine. I
have no idea, although I will pass
the word along to some of my
cousins who get their kicks out of
putting limbs on the family tree.
• • •
Before my father moved our
family to Mayfield from Guthrie,
Ky., in 1928, we always thought
there were no "Garrotts" on this
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side ot the rivers — lots of "Garretts," perhaps, but we spell our
name with an "o." Why? Well,
that's a long story.
We do have a couple of missionaries in the family, though. I
have a first cousin who was a Baptist missionary for eight years in
Hong Kong, at one time
Today, she is teaching English
in a Chinese institute in Beijing,
the capital of China. We used to
knd‘v it as Peking. She was
backhome in Kentucky for a while
this summer, but went back to
-Beijing August 20
I have another more distant
cousin, so I'm told, who has been a
foreign missionary for many
years, I believe mostly in Japan.
His name is Maxfield Garrott,
although I've never even met him.
Outside of these two, I know of
no other missionaries in the family, but maybe we are related to
this one Mrs. Darnell has come up
with. We'll see what turns up.
• • •
I enjoyed visiting with Mrs.
Darnell, who is 85. and her husband, Solon, who is 91. That's a
total of 176 years!
They've been married for 58
years. since May 14, 1929 — only
five months before the Great
Depression started with the crash
of the stock market in October of
that year.

Mrs. Darnell is a 1928 graduate Painters today get from $8 to
$15
of Murray State and taught school per hour, depending on
the job.
for 28 years. Twenty of those years
Mrs. Darnell hastened to point
were spent here in Murray, and all out that Mr. Darnell had
an
of it teaching the second grade. unusual ability to mix paints
to get
She retired in 1966.
specific, matching colors, often
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent demanded by the more particular
of Calloway County schools, was home owners. He was widely
one of her pupils. When I asked if sought-after in this respect.
Jack was a good student in the se"Some of them would get upset
cond grade, she just smiled.
when they'd see the paint while it
Two others were Richard was still wet, thinking it wasn't
the
Workman and Steve Hale, both of color they wanted," she laughe
d,
whom went on to become "but he'd just tell them to wait
unpreachers.
til it dried and it would be the color
they wanted. And, it would, too '"
• • •
Mr. Darnell was a painter as
• • •
was his father before him and his
Mr. and Mrs. Darnell have one
brother. He came to Murray in scan, Pat. He is with GAO, the
1923 from Hardin in Marshall Government Accounting Office,
County. Before he retired 42 years and lives in Decatur. Ga., a suburb
later, in 1965, he had painted either of Atlanta.
the inside or outside of many of
He has their only grandson,
Murray's most prominent homes
Kevin, who is an accounting ser
He is one of eight children — six
vice manager with a firm of cert
girls and two boys. With the exceptified public accountants in Atlantion of one, the youngest of the
ta. His two children, a boy and a
eight, all are living today, their
girl, are Mr. and Mrs. Darnell'
ages ranging from 93 to 75.
two great-grandchildren.
• • •
They are two of Marray's finest.
The home in which he and Mrs. really senior citizens — Mr. and
Darnell live today was built in
Mrs. Darnell — both small of
1940. That same year, Dr. Hugh
statue a.
.ntl soft-spoken They still
Houston built his home where the
get around pretty good. but they
new Seventh r Poplar Church of
don't get out nearly as much as
Christ is going up today across
they used to.
from the Holiday Inn, and Dr.
They enjoy visitors, though. and
Rainey T. Wells built his home
talking about Murray and its peojust south of town where Howard
ple in earlier times. If you went to
Brandon lives today.
school to Mrs. Darnell in the se"I painted all three of them."
cond grade or had Mr. Darnell
said Mr. Darnell, whose memory
paint your house — any of you — I
is keen for a man of his 91 years.
might suggest that you stop by to
During the Depression years and
iee them sometime
the early 1930s, he recalls painting
I know they'd like that, and you
long hours for 25 cents an hour
will, too.

Letters To The Editor

Visitor enjoyed his return

Dear Editor:
I visited your city for the second
time in my life this past weekend.
My first visit was in 1921 when I
was seven years old. To me, Murray was a wonderful town in 1921
and it is a beautiful city today. As I
drove your streets I could see
evidence of civic and community
pride in every section of the city I
visited.
I have a special place in my
heart for that part of Kentucky
because my mother was born in
Golden Pond and my grandparents, Joe and Bettie Mayes,
lived in Almo for many years. My
great grandparents, David Lee

and Catherine Mayes and Patrick
and Catharine Flynn, lived on the
"Land 'Twix the Rivers" from the
mid to late 80's.
I drove over to Kentucky to dig
up some of my family bones
roots) but I think I waited too late
to start my family tree on my
mother's side. Anyway, I wanted
to re-visit the city that I visited 67
years ago in that great adventure,
of what I call, -The Great Train
Ride."
I'm glad I did.
J.L. Moore
2029 Evergreen Drive
Hendersonville, N.C. 28739

Annexation needed for jobs
Dear Editor:
Much has been written and said
about the issue of annexation in recent weeks. Proponents and opponents have expressed opinions
in both rational and irrational
terms, but only a few opinions
have addressed the key issue in
this controversy. That is, the long
term growth of Murray and
Calloway County through
developmental efforts at securing
new job opportunities now and in
the future. There is, in my opinion,
no other issue in this controversy
more important than attracting
new and expanded industry.
We have been fortunate during
the past nine years to attract
several major employers after the
Tappan closing. However, there is
no guarantee that we will retain
these industries forever. In today's changing business environment, corporate mergers,
takovers, and labor disputes can
result in the sudden loss of one or
more industrial employers with
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A visit with Emma and Solon Darnell
can be a rich, rewarding experience

By S.C. VanCuron
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little or no advance warning. Vve
simply cannot sit still and wait for
a company to close a plant before
we act. We must continue to work
together for progress and remain
competitive in industrial recruitment. Major employers do not
look for specific locations; they
are actively recruited and offered
significant incentives to locate in a
prospective area. To be competitive, we must, at a minimum,
be able to furnish fire and police
protection to a prospective industry. Without the ,proposed annexation area, this will be extremely difficult to accomplish.
•

New jobs are the basis for a continuing strong, progressive, and
healthy community and I include
the entire county in the community ), in which every resident will
benefit, either directly or indirectly. We must continue to develop
new job opportunities for the
future in order for our young people to at least have an option to
stay or return home. If they have
little or no chance of returning,
our community will die a long and
slow death. We owe it to ourselves
to work as hard as possible to see
that this is not allowed to happen.
Perhaps the city has not handled
the information process in a manner that meets with complete
public approval, but I believe they
are trying to act in the long-term,
best interest of our entire community. We have come a long way
in the last 25 years, but the job is
not tomplete. When we become
complacent, we will lose. I urge,
each resident in the proposed area
of annexation to look toward the
future, think positively, and put
their prejudices aside for the good
of our community — support the
annexation effort. We must be
together if we are to maintain our
progressive momentum.
E.L. Howe, Jr.
1504 Canterbury Drive
Murray, Ky. 42071

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Thirty-years ago
Kentucky Senator Walter HudMu•rray Civitan Club was
dleston, Democrat, was elected
for a second term in general elec- chartered at a meeting on Nov. 6
tion Nov. 7. Only 15 percent of at Kentucky Colonel Restaurant.
registered county voters voted Officers are Aubrey Willoughby.
WOodrow Rickman, Oury King..
here in Calloway County.
2nd Lt. Douglas B. McCann, son Ivan Johnson, the Rev. T.A.
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Mc- Thacker, Richard Denton, James
Cann, has been assigned as an ex- Coleman, Thomas Jones and Dr.
ecutive officer with U.S. Army James Byrn. •
Inez Scarbrough and Belva Dill
Garrison CH in Korea.
Murray-Calloway Community of Murray Star Chapter No. 433,
Modean Grogan and Ruth Lassiter
Theatre will present "The Music
Man" Nov. 9. 10, 17 and 18 at A. of Temple Hill Chapter No. 511.
Mildred Mardis of Alford Chapter
Carman Pavilion.
Luther Jones was honored on his and Mrs. Gardner of Hardin.
82nd birthday on Oct. 22 at -the Chapter, attended the 56th session
home of a daughter, Mrs. Densil of Grand Chapter of Order of
Eastern Star held in Louisville
Paschall. Oct. 27-29.
Twenty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendall
Mary Youngerman, Benji Hum- will celebrate their 50th wedding
phrey, Sammy Knight. Ronald anniversary on Nov. 9.
Ragsdale, Jay Rayburn. James
Recent births reported at MurCulpepper and Pam Garland, all ray Hospital include a girl to Mr
seniors from Murray at Murray and Mrs. William Lee.
State University, have been namForty years ago
ed to Who's Who Among Students
L.K. Pinkley of Hazel and Ray
in American Universities and Col- Sinclair of Murray were . elected
leges at MSU.
officers of newly organized PurBirths reported include a girl to chase Log Rollers Assocition
Sp5 and Mrs. Larry Williams, Oct. organized at Mayfield couthouse
28; a boy to Dr. and Mrs. William last night.
Eugene Maddox,0
.
041; a girl to
Murray State College
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Underwood, Thoroughbreds beat the Morehead
Nov. 3; and girl to Mr. and Mrs. State College Eagles 33 to 0 in a
J.W. Ledford Jr., Nov. 4.
football game at Cutchin Stadium.
Sp5 Larry Williams, son of Mr,
Kathleen Gibbs and Bridgitte
and Mrs. Charles Williams, is ser- Kenney of Murray have been
ving with U.S. Army, First Infan- selected as members of A Captry Division, near Saigon. pella Choir at Murray State
Vietnam.
College.

How to reach your elected officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr,
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
All U.S. Senators and Representatives may be
reached by telephone
by dialing (202 224-3121 where a U.S. Capitol
operator will connect
you with the official of your choice.
State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Or

Route 2, Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039
State Rep. Freed Curd
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
1607 Sycamore St.
Murray. Ky 42071
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Feagin event held at
Mayfield Union Hall
The annual Feagin reunion was
held Sunday, Oct. 9, at the United
Rubber Workers Union Hall,
Mayfield.
Attending were the folldwing:
The Rev. and Mrs. Roscoe
Feagin, Mr. and Mrs. Gary Suiter
and children, Kevin and Alicia,
David Feagin, Daniel Feagin and
son, Chad, all of Murray;
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lampkins
and son, Christopher, Mrs. Nadine
Bell and daughter, Nancy, Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Dean Bell and son,

Brad, Polly Carter, Emma Carr,
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Feagin and
children, Stephanie and Eddie Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hendley and
daughter, Whitney, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Feagin, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Feagin and children, Tim and
Tammy, Mr. and Mrs. John
Feagin and Lisa Edwards, all of
Mayfield;
Rita Melton and son, Jerrico,
Fairdealing; Mrs. Audrey Lee,
Patricia Lee, Jason Ross and
Stephen Hammond, Paducah.

Molecular biologists comparing genetic material from the placen
tas
of 147 women of different racial backgrounds have deduced an
African
"Eve," the ancestor of every living person. The descendants
of this
ancestor, they theorize, carried her DNA to the rest of the world,
says
National Geographic.
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John Young, second left, and Lt. Gerald Alexander, right,
both of Kentucky Fish and Wildlife, spoke at the Oct. 20th meeting of
H. Eddie
Roberts Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars held at Post
Home on
Highway 94 East. Also pictured are Post Commander Leonar
d Brown,
left, and Roy Kysnar, Post Senior Vice Commander, second
right,

Married for 62 years

Cole Gentry Hatcher was born Wednesday. Oct. 12, at Northw
estern
Memorial Hospital, Chicago, Ill. He weighed seven pounds
15 ounces
and was 21 inches long. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Hatcher, 51
Churn St., Matteson, Ill. His mother is the former Laurie Martin
. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. A.R. Hatcher, 1504 Glendale, Murra
y, and Mr.
and Mrs. Don Martin, Chicago, HI. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Irene
Hornback, Elizabethtown, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Renkey, Charle
rio, Pa.,
and Mrs. Athea Martin, Salisbury, Md.

Four newborn admissions and
tiismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
Nov. 5, have been released as
follows:

The annual bazaar of Dexter Senior Citizens will be Saturd
ay, Nov. 12,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Dexter Community Center.
This will include
handmade crafts, white elephant items, plus cakes and
pies which could
be used for Thanksgiving. For more information call Jill
Alton, Dexter
center director, 492-8341 or 753-0929.

KNA District 13 will meet

Newborn admissions
Marshall baby girl, parents,
Tina and David, Box 284, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Pierce baby boy, parents.
Kathie and Michael, 1625 Catalina
Dr., Murray;
Carrico baby girl, parents, Jennifer and David, 104 South 10th St.,
Murray;
Blair baby boy, parents,
Pamela and Charles, 1100 Main
St., Apt. B. Murray.
Joseph Benjamin Hendrick celebrated his second birthday on Monda
y,
Dismissals
Oct. 10. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hendrick of Murray.
His
Mrs. Dorothy D. Provine, Box 1,
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dumas, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe
Hazel; Miss Kelly D. Manker, Rt.
Blackford and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hendrick, all of Murray.
3, Box 358, Murray; Mrs. Tina L.
Stewart, 509 L.P. Miller, Murray;
Mrs. Phyllis Ann Perkins, Rt. 1,
Box 754, Dexter; Miss Kathy R.
Stockton, 1601 Hermitage, Murray; Tom S. Padgett, Rt. 1, Box 58,
Almo;
Mrs. Deborah Michelle Irvan
and baby boy, Rt. 5, Box 319,
Mayfield; Mrs. Fannie Slater, Rt.
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1988
4. Box 483, Mayfield.
ARIES
your satisfaction.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
VIRGO

Your Individual
Horoscope

€,1`

Fraaces Drake

(Cont'd on page 5)

ENGLISH SOLE

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE

Some minor problems in connection with financial record-keeping
could cause you to change your
approach to these matters. Put your
accounts in order now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
The focus today is on partnership
matters. Make sure you save some
time 'now for just each other. Rise
above petty complaints. A contract
may require some small revisions.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Make a note of minor distractions
and resolve now to find ways to
become more efficient_ Today favors
new beginnings for your work interests.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)41E
A business-pleaspre meeting may
not come up to expectations, though
you'll certainly have some good times
today Dating, hobbies, and leisure
are highlighted.
LEO
(July 2;) to Aug. 22)
It's probably not the best time to
have company over as you'll want to
pay extra attention now to getting
some domestic matters settled to

METRIN facial care
on the square • Murray
LAYAWAYS
FREE Gift \X•r:inflitly.

Kentucky Nurses Association(KNA) District 13 will meet Wedne
sday,
Nov. 9, at 5:30 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. This will
be a business
meeting to elect officers for 1989. All members and interes
ted persons
are urged to attend, a KNA spokesman said.

Thurmond selected for book
Kenneth B. Thurmond II has been selected to appear in edition of
Outstanding High School Students of America. He is the grandchild of
Mrs. Cecil Thurmond of Murray.

'Former chorus members wanted
The Music Department Chorus of the Murray Woman
's Club is rehearsing on a program of Christmas music to be presented
at the club house
on Sunday. Dec. 4, at 2 p.m. As a special feature, the
chorus is inviting
all former members of the chorus to join them for severa
l selections on
the program. If you would like to sing with the chorus
, please call
Margery Shown, director."We look forward to having
everyone singing
together," Shown said. The public is invited to attend
this special
Christmas program on Dec. 4 at 2 p.m. at the club house.

Russell back from Kenya
Navy Petty Officer 3rd Class James R. Russell, son of Laura F. and
Raymond Russell Sr. of Paris, Tenn., recently made a five-day port visit
in Mombasa, Kenya. Russell is currently deployed to
the Western
Pacific aboard the air craft carrier USS Carl Vinson, nomeported in
Alameda, Calif. He is a 1981 graduate of Henry County High School.

Volunteers to meet today

(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Community Improvement Volunteers will meet
Not everyone you deal with today
today (Tuesday) at
4:30
p.m. in office of Murray-Calloway County
will agree with you, but you'll find the
Chamber of Commerce.
All
volunteers are urged to attend, a spokesman
late afternoon a good time to get your
said.
thoughts across to others. Intellectual
activities are accented.
LIBRA
Murray-Calloway County La Leche League will meet Thursday, Nov.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Though some minor expenditures 10, at 7 p.m. at the home of Chris Harrison, located at Almo Heights.
will crop up now, it's still a good time "The Art of Breastfeeding and Overcoming Difficulties" will be the
subfor shopping. Devote some extra ject for discussion. All women interested in the art
of breastfeeding,
effort to finding ways to increase whether in the planning stages of a family,
already expecting, or nursyour income.
ing a child. Nurslings are always welcome to attend. For more informaSCORPIO
tion call Harrison at 759-1647. For questions about breastfeeding call one
(Oct 23 to Nov. 21)
of the league leaders. Stephanie Peacock, 436-2227, or Pam Jetton.
You may have doubts today about a 1-345-2
795
possible purchase, but overall this is
a time when things should go your
way. Increased self-confidence
boosts new beginnings.
The Single Connection will meet Thursday,
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 10, at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom of Educational Building,
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
de
First United Methodist
• It's a time to pause and reflect; you Church. "Getting Acquainted" will be the subject for
discussion. This is
a
may need to be by yourself in order to
group Which provides fellowship, social events,
person
al growth and
get your thoughts together. Some of acceptance for single adults of
all ages, whether never married,
you will begin a research project.
separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Carol at
CAPRICORN
753-2596, Brenda at 753-2513 or Jim at 402-873
3.
(Dec. 22 to .lan. 19)
Dealings with friends are highlighted today. You may make plans to
host a party or perhaps you'll be
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman
's Club will meet
participating more in some club
Thursday, Nov. 10, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Paula
Crouse will present
activity. Contact others now
a program on "Christmas Potpourri." Joyce
Fortin will give the thought
AQUARIUS
for the day and Janet Wallis will make the introdu
ction. Hostesses will
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
be Ruth Wilson, Martha Cherry, Myrtle Dougla
s. Millie Graves, Clovis
You'll have to be tactful with
Jones
and Clover C,otham. Members are asked to note
bosses today, but career interests are
the change in date
favored Take stock of your ambi- for this month only.
tions and make plans now to achieve
them.
PISCES
First United Methodist Church will have its church-wide Thanksgiv)41190
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
sow ing dinner on Sunday, Nov 20, at 6 p.m. Tickets will be on
sale in the
There are still sonic kinks to work social hall on Sunday
, Nov. 13. Cost will be $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for
out in a travel plan. You may be hiring children
with a maximum of $10 per family. Persons are urged to buy
a new person to help you out with
their tickets on Sunday.
some expert advice. Educational
interests are also highlighted.
IF BORN TODAY, you are often
found in public
rvice You do not
Marine Lance Cpl. James P. Page, son of Jeff D. and Beverly M
like taking orders and do well in a
leadership position. Often you're Smith, Rt. 1, Farmington, recently returned from a deployment to the
drawn to a professional career and Republic of the Philippines with 1st Battalion, 6th Marines, Camp Leyou would find writing, teaching, law, jeune, N.C. The deployment included various training exercises as well
and religion congenial vocations. as a visit to Hong
-A 1084 graduate of Farmington High School,
Sympathetic by nature, you would Farmington, he Jo* the Marine Corps in August 1984. His wife, Barmake
fine physician. dentist, or bara, is the daughter 61 Herbert and Theola Bulllngton of New Concord,
psychologist You work well in part
nership and are diplomatic enough to
be a good politician Birthdate of Lou
Ferrigno. actor: Dr Carl Sagan,
Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospit
al,
astronomer; and Stanford White, Paducah, include Lenard Lovell,
Patricia Windrum, Buddy Windsor.
architect
William Tidwell, Martha Rains and
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La Leche League will meet

A

This Sunday I til 5
Preview Our:
Party Dresses
Sweaters
Skirts
Silk Flowers
Gold & Silver Jewelry
Leather Headbands
Gorgedus Barrettes ,
Belt Buckles & Strips
Pajamas & Gowns

75

Dexter bazaar on Saturday

Hospital lists patients

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Nov.
6, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Petty baby girl, parents, Pam
and Walter, 321 Thompson. Paris.
Tenn.;
Penrod baby boy, parents, Tammy and Chad: Rt. 4, Box 429,
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Steve Joe Simmons, Rt. 1, Box
54A, Kirksey; Mrs. Christy Ann
Parker and baby girl, Rt. 2,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Melanie Dawn Wilbanks
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 292, Cot-

SE

in

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Lyons of 210 North 13th St., Murray, observ
ed their
62nd wedding anniversary on Sunday, No. 6. No formal celebr
ation was
planned.
They have two sons, W.A. Lyons and wife, Margaret Ann, and Russel
l
Lyons and wife, Delores. One daughter, Mrs. Bonita Lyons Hodges
, is
deceased. They have seven grandchildren and 12 great-grandc
hildren.

hiri'Ida%

DATEBOOK

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Nov.
4, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Parker baby girl, parents,
Christy and David, Rt. 2, Carter
Road, Mayfield;
Wilbanks baby girl. parents.
Melanie and Jesse, Rt. 1, Box 292,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Dismissals
Michael Ray Parks, 1715 Oakhill
Dr., Murray; Miss Stacy M.
Stroud, Rt. 7, Box 202. Muray;
Darrell T. Hall, Rt. 2, Box 99,
Wingo;
James Edward Morgan, Rt. 3,
Box 14M. Murray; Mrs. Sherrie A.
Holbrook, CR Box 60A, Hamlin;
Mrs. Kathryn Williams, P.O. Box
35B, Hardin:
Miss Connie M. Ward and baby
girl, 718 Nash Dr., Murray; Ms.
Tammy Renee Peek, Rt. 1, Box
31C, Puryear. Tenn.; Miss Linda
Broach, Rt. 1, Box 560, Dexter;
Mrs. Cathrine M. Culley and
baby boy, Rt. 3, Box 26, Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Lori Adams, Rt. 7,
Box 539, Murray; Mrs. Lula Mae
Tabers, Rt. 2. Box 106, Murray;
Harland K. Easley, Farmington; Joe Pat Thornton. Rt. 2,
Box 340A, Murray; Mrs. Marion
Barrett, Rt. 2, Box 314, Paris,
Tenn.:
Leslie W. Moore, Rt. 6, Box 194,
Murray; Mrs. Susie Jane
Matheny. Rt. 1, Box 78, Murray;
Charles H. Irvin, Rt. 1, Box 17,
Hazel.
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Page back from Philippines

Patients are dismissed

Deanna Futrell, all of Murray.
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Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
- • will meet at 7 p.m. in the home of
Jane Rogers.
————
New Concord Adult Farmer
Class will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray Area Vocational Center.
————
The Singles Organizational
:Society is scheduled to meet at 7
:p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
:Building. For information call
:Pamela at 759.1105 or Paul at
753-7351.
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Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m, in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
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Coming community events are list
ed

Tuesday, Nov.8

: GED Classes will be at 6 p.m. in
;Room 112, Calloway County High
School. For information call
753-5479.
————
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross chapter house,
223 West South St., Mayfield. For
Information call 1-247-5469.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.
————
Alcoholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1988

Wednesday, Nov.9
Family YMCA events will include Y-Skippers — Parent & Tot
Swim at 9 a.m. at MSU Carr
Health Building Pool; Seniorsfon
the Move at 9 a.m. at Memorial
Baptist Church.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes wll include Candle Dipping
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850.
————
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Genesis 2 at 10
a.m. and 7:30 p.m., Activity for
Grs K to 5 at 5 p.m., and RCIA at
7:30 p.m.
————
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include RK from 5 to 6
p.m. in Fellowship Hall.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will inclyde Prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
————
Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
church.
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m., Wesley Foundation Lunch at
11:30 p.m. and Youth Club at 5
p.m.

Wednesday, Nov.9
KNA District 13 will meet at 5:30
p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.
————
karents and spouses of individuals with eating disorders
will meet at 2:30 p.m. in Counseling and Testing Center, Ordway
Hall, Murray State University. for
information call 762-6851.
————
Thursday, Nov. 10
Murray-Calloway County La
Leche League will meet at 7 p.m.
at home of Chris Harrison. For
directions call 759-1647.
———
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
on court square in Dresden. Tenn.,
from 9 to 11 a.m.
————
Front Porch Swing, a women's
barbershop chorus, will meet at 7
p.m. in library of First Christian
Church.
————
Dexter Homemakers Club is
scheduled to meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Dexter Center.
————
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom,
Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For information call Carol, 753-2596,
Brenda, 753-2513, or Jim, 492-8733.
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at I p.m.
at club house.
————
The Lynn Grove Adult Farmer
Class will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray Area Vocational Center.
————
Farmers Home Administration
office, 104 North Fifth St., will be
closed today.

Circlej of First United
Murray Star Chapter"No. 433
Methodist Church Women will
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet as .follows: Wesleyan with
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Doris Rowland at 7 p.m.; Hannah
————
•
with Judy Stahler and Ruth Wilson
Community Improvement with
Rebecca West at 7:30 p.m.
Volunteers will meet at 4:30 p.m.
————
at Chamber of Commerce
Events at First Baptist Church
building.
Low Impact Aerobics will meet
will include Arts and Crafts at 9
at
9 a.m. at Calloway Public
————
a.m.; Bible Study at 9:45 a.m.;
Wednesday, Nov.9
Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.; Library. For information call
Goshen United Methodist Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; 753-0696.
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m. Praye
r meeting, Children's Choirs
at church.
Family YMCA events will inand Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30
clude
————
Tots in Motion 3-5 years at
p.m.; Beginner's Sign Language
Health Express of Murray. Class
4:30
p.m.
at Carter Elementary
at 7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Calloway County Hospital will be choir
School; Seniors Aquatic Exercise
at 7:45 p.m.
at Uncle Willie's at Dover, Tenn.,
at 9 a.m. at MSU Carr Health
————
from 9 to 11 a.m. and across from
Events at First Christian Building.
Jim and Lynn's Grocery at New Churc
————
h will include Youth Club at
Concord from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. 4:50
Epile
psy
Found
ation of Western
p.m.; Super dinner at 5:30
Blood pressure checks, pulse,
p.m.; Campus Ministry Group II Kentucky, a self-help group, is
cholesterol and triglyceride at
7 p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7:30 scheduled to met at 7 p.m. in basescreenings and colon cancer kits
ment classroom, Western Baptist
p.m.
will be offered.
Hospital, Paducah.
————
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Bereavement Support Group
West Kentucky Lupus AssociaChurc
h
will
include Mid-Week Bi- tion is
will meet at 4 p.m. in private dinscheduled to meet in
ing room of Murray-Calloway ble Study, RAs, GAs and Mission Classroom 2, Lourdes Hospital.
Frien
ds at 7 p.m.
County Hospital.
Paducah, at 7 p.m.
————
————
————
Exhibition of works by Murray
Prepared Childbirth Class will
Good Shepherd United
Art Guild members will be shown Methodist Churc
meet at 7 p.m. in Weight Control
h will have a CofFor Life Classroom, first floor, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the guild. fee Break for Christ at 9:30 a.m. at
————
Medical Arts Building, Murraythe church.
Events at Calloway Public
Calloway County Hospital.
————
Library will include Parents and
Life House will have prayer
————
Thanksgiving ladies' day lun- Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours time at 12 noon at Crisis Pregnancheon will be served at 11:45 a.m. at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
cy Center, 1506 Chestnut St. For in————
at Murray Country Club.
formation call 753-0700.
Farmers Home Administration
————
—— —
office, 104 North Fifth St., will be
Ladies' Bridge with MiMi JorNarcotics Anonymous will meet
closed today.
dan as hostess will be played at
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Episcopal Church, Main and

Thursday, Nov. 10
Broach Streets. For information
call 753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.

Thursday, Nov. 10
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include Choir Rehearsal at 6:30p.m.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
UMW Mission Study at 9 a.m.; Bible Study at 9:30 a.m.; Bell Choir
at 6 p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 10
a.m.; FLM Clergy banquet at 7
P.m.

AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Baptist Young Women of Elm
Citizens' building, Benton. For inGrove Baptist Church will meet at
formation call 759-4059, 762-3399,
6:30 p.m. in home of Sharon
753-7764 or 753-7663.
Smith.
————
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
Men's Basketball will be at 7
Events at First Baptist Church
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters will
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
include Mothers' Day Out at
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Murray 9:30 a.m.;
Exercise Class at 10:45 Church.
lodge hall.
————
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
The descendants of the late L. Mrs. Bob Ray,
Corey and Erica,
————
W. and Rosa Riley held their an- Linda Waggo
ner, Misy and AmanSymposium on expert systems nual reuni
on on Sunday, Oct. 9, at da, Mr. and Mrs.
for business and industry will be Farmi
Bill McCallon
ngton Community Building. and Sherri,
Mr. and Mrs. Greg
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Curris
Attending were the following:
Herndon and Elizabeth,
Center, Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Riley Sr.,
For information call 762-4229.
Perryville; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Alene Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
————
Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Wright, Singleton and Monic
a, Barbara
Murray State Universi'y Lady Mr.
and Mrs. Vester Crouse and
Nell Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Racer volleyball team will meet Tony,
Herndon and Leigh Ann, Brice EdMiddle Tennessee State Universi- Latha Rayma Reed,' Bernice
m, Mr and Mrs. Garcia wards, Mrs. MArk Frank
lin and
ty at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena. Ad- Ray,
Amber, Mr. and Mrs. Randy
mission is free.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Riley, Mr. Herndon and Aaron
, Mr. and Mrs.
————
and Mrs. Jack Bailey, Mr. and
Jackie Treas.
Jazz Bands I and II, conducted
by John Schlabach, will perform
at 8 p.m. in Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University. Admission is free.
————
EAST LANSING, Mich.(AP ) —
According to the teens studied,
Graphic design works by BS
The average young teen-age
parents "never" or "not often"
candidate Rose Rubsam will be on
American girl views 1,500 sexual limit
display today through Nov. 20 in
their television viewing.
acts or references to sexual acts
"There's little indication that
Curris Center Gallery, Murray
on television annually, according
parents exercise any control.
State University. Admission is
to a study at Michigan State
positive or negative, over TV
free.
University.
viewing by teens," Greenberg
————
The study was based on girls 14 says.
Adult children of alcoholics
to
15 years old who watch televiResearch was based on intergroup will meet at 11:30 a.m. in
sion four to five hours each school
views with 1,200 high school
Counseling and Testing Center,
Ordway Hall, Murray State day. In addition the study found, students, half of them black and
that same girl sees at least 25 Rhalf of them white, in urban public
University. For information call
rated movies in theaters each
schools in the United States.
762-6851.
year.
"The combination of sex on TV
In comparison, boys of that age
and in the movies provides a tanEvents in Land Between the
view an average of nearly 1,300
talizing aura of a sexually oriented
Lakes will include Candle Dipping
sexua
l acts or references to sexual
society that's difficult for teen
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
acts on television and attend 17 Rgirls to resist or demean."
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
rated movies annually.
Greenberg says. "At 14 or 15, they
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
The data was compiled by
are a vulnerable group. parHomeplace-1850: Archery Season
Bradley S. Greenberg, head of
ticularly intrigued with what's
closes in Kentucky and Tennessee
MSU's telecommunication departahead for their own sexual
portions.
ment, and Renato Linsangan,an
experiences."
MSU graduate student. The study
Greenberg reported the findings
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
at a meeting of the International
Church will include Mass at 9 was funded by the Office of
Adolescent Pregnancy Programs
Association of Mass Communicaa.m.; Legion of Mary at 9:45 a.m.;
of the U.S. Department of Health
tion Research in Barcelona.
Genesis 2 at 7:30 p.m.
and Human Services.
Spain.

Rileys hold reunion

Teen-age survey concerning
television programs released

•. .
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MAGNIFICENT SEVEN
MELT STYLE DINNERS

Hospital...
(('ont'd from page 4)
tage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs. Pamela
Jo Manning. E-14 Coach Estates,
Murray;
Mrs. Debra J. Richardson, Rt.,1,
Farmington; Gregory A. Doss.
4912 Monaco Dr., Louisville; Mrs.
Bertha P. Rumfelt, 1103 Elm St.,
Murray:
Mrs. Lisa L. York and baby girl.
Rt. 2, Box 720, Hardin; Everett
Outland, 1009 Olive St., Murray;
Mrs. Lucille Kent, 904 Olive St.,
Murray; Miss Brittany M.
Morgan. Rt. 3, Box 99B, Murray;
Mrs. Noncetta Gephart. Box 67,
Hazel.

0( Roast Pork
10 Barbecue Beef
0Catfish
0Barbecued Chicken
0 Country Fried Steak
0 Ham Steak
® Chopped Steak

LO
W
EVARD '3.99
Christmas Specia
I 8x I
2—5x7's

8 Wallets

$2500
Choice of,proof* — Fa,3ãlIes Welcome
Ilarry Allison
753-8809
114,1y Chrisman-'each
607
South
I erry Boggess
4t h Street

No one brings more to the table than Jerry's'
.

Served from 4 p m.
Monday through Saturday
all day Sunday.
While they last! \

Offer good
a limited time only
irciR)
at participating Jerry\

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

S. 12th St., Murray
I.

inti
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Leonard has 'time of life' with ninth-round KO
Win over Lalonde gives Sugar Ray unprecedented fifth title

Sugar Ray Leonard
Two titles in one night

By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS — If having fun in the ring
is Sugar Ray Leonard's measure of success, he had the time of his life against an
overmatched Donny Lalonde.
Leonard, showing flashes of power few
thought he could bring against a light
heavyweight champion, fought back from
only the second knockdown of his 11-year
pro career Monday night to knock
Lalonde out in the ninth round and win
two boxing titles.
"I was just out there to have some
fun," Leonard said after returning from
an 18-month ring absence to win for the
35th time in 36 fights. "I happen to be out
there because I love being there, that's
it
Leonard, further cementing his already
considerable place in boxing lore, became
the first man in history to win parts of
five titles while quieting critics who suggested he had had one comeback too
many and had no business being in the
ring.

He also diplayed at its best the fiery
determination to win that, perhaps more
than anything, has made him one of the
era's greatest fighters.
"Ray dug a little deeper than I did,"
said Lalonde. "Ray's got a lot of heart,
he's a great champion."
Leonard, fighting for only the third time
in nearly seven years, battled back from
a flash knockdown in the fourth round to
turn the tables and become the power
puncher against the hard-hitting
Canadian.
Fighting flat-footed and refusing to
back off, Leonard turned in a brilliant
ninth-round performance, knocking
Lalonde down once before stopping him at
2:30 of the round win a vicious left hook
followed by a right hand.
"It was just a matter of me keeping my
composure and trying to get the left hook
in there," Leonard said. "It was just a
matter of time before I caught him."
The end wasn't always so clear-cut,
however, in a fight that Lalonde was in
all the way and was actually leading on

one ringside judge's scorecard after eight
rounds.
"I felt I was way ahead," Lalonde said
"I thought I had him hurt quite a few
times."
Lalonde, whose chances of winning
rested solely on landing his right hand to
Leonard's head, did just that in the fourth
round, catching Leonard flush on the face
as Leonard attempted to throw a left
hook.
Leonard had been down only once
before in his career — against Kevin
Howard in his first comeback fight — and
he didn't stay down long this time.
Up at the count of three, Leonard appeared unhurt and actually was backing
Lalonde up as the round drew to a close.
"I wasn't hurt at all," the 32-year-old
Leonard said. "After I was knocked down
it wasn't a matter of desperation, it was a
matter of getting back respect from
him."
Leonard came out to win that respect in
the fifth round, landing two big rights to
Lalonde's head early and several good

left hooks in a big comeback that seemed
to turn the tide of the fight.
"Ray got busy with his hands and I
started loading up on the right," said
Lalonde. "The worst thing I could do was
wait for the right hand, and that's what I
did."
Leonard, abandoning any pretense of
movement, kept the pressure on in the
next three rounds. By then, Lalonde's
hands were down and Leonard was able
to connect almost at will to the head of
his taller opponent.
"He started falling asleep in the
seventh round," Leonard said. "I knew it
was only a matter of time."
But Lalonde refused to back off, and
early in the ninth round caught Leonard
with a good right followed by several uppercuts on the ropes.
Leonard, though, was unhurt and backed off only briefly before attacking
Lalonde with a savage flurry, landing 16
straight punches to the head before the
Canadian fighter staggered off the ropes.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Rumors untimely for Schnellenberger

Sports nuggets

Louisville coach concerned with bowls, not Florida position

Local baseball meeting

By TED M. NATI JR.
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The timing couldn't have been worse in
Louisville coach Howard Schnellenberger's opinion.
After three straight losing seasons, his football team is on a roll this
year, having won five straight games to improve to 7-3 and, in his mind,
place itself in the bowl picture.
So, the the last thing he wanted to do at his weekly news conference
Monday was address rumors that his name had surfaced in connection
with the head job at the University of Florida.
The coach there, Galen Hall, is reportedly under fire following four
straight losses, but athletic director Bill Arnsparger indicated Monday
that Hall's job was secure.
"Galen Hall has a three-year contract as our head football coach, and
we know of no reason at this time that would cause this contract not to be
honored," Arnsparger said in a stittement.
'`It is evident that some peopleare attempting to imply a division between our coaches and administration," he added, "and this is a
misrepresentation of the facts."
Hall has a 34-16-1 record since taking over the program midway
through the 1984 season, including a 5-4 mark so far this year.
Schnellenberger said such a rumor is "flattering" but inappropriate.
"Obviously, it's a poor time to do it,'! he said.
Schnellenberger was prepared Monday to talk about his team's
record, winning streak, upcoming game against Western Kentucky and
the possibility of a bowl bid.
But the first question over the telephone lines came from a sports
writer in Florida who wanted to know if Schnellenberger had been con-

tacted about the position with the Gators or was interested in it.
The coach's reply was quick and terse.
"I don't see where your question has any relevance as we prepare for
the balance of our schedule and for the potential of postseason activity,"
he said.
"The head coach at the University of Louisville is spending every waking moment preparing his football team for the upcoming game against
Western Kentucky and hopefully the continuation of a season.
"And I'm sure that the coach at the University of Florida is doing the
same things as he prepares for the balance of his schedule."
Schnellenberger caught wind of the rumor Sunday night in a telephone
conversation with his son Stephen, who lives in Miami.
But the coach said Monday that he had "not been contacted by anyone
besides my son."
He then changed the subject to his Louisville Cardinals and their slim
bowl chances.
"By a lot of standards we may not be a great football team yet, but by
my standards we're a very fine football team at this juncture. We just
have to keep our house in order ... to keep the dream alive that we will be
attractive to some bowl committee."
Schnellenberger said a victory over Western Kentucky would mean
his team could offer a bowl an 8-3 record, a six-game winning streak, a
2,000-yard passer in Jay Gruden and, possibly, a 1,000-yard runner in
Deon Booker, who needs 93 yards in Saturday's game to achieve that
goal.
But several bowl representati,s indicated Monday that there is little
/
or no interest in Louisville.

'Genuine' Oilers hold off Browns 24-17
then threw an eight-yard
HOUSTON (AP — There can be
touchdown pass to Ernest Givins
of
reality
the
about
doubt
no more
and Mike Rozier ran three yards
:he Houston Oilers to running back
another score and it was 21-3
for
thinking.
of
Allen Pinkett's way
with 4:47 to go in the third quarter.
"That's two weeks in a row
That's when Browns quarteragainst two winning teams that
back Bernie Kosar, who had not
we've taken charge and that takes
lost to the Oilers in five games,
it out of the fluke stage and makes
almost pulled it out.
Monday
said
us genuine." Pinkett
"We got behind early but we
night.
and clawed and got
scratched
themselves
The Oilers proved
in it," Kosar said
back
ourselves
charging
night,
Monday
genuine
"In the second half, I tried to calm
to a 21-3 lead over Cleveland and
everybody down.
then holding on for a 24-17 victory
"We've been in that situation
that established Houston as a
before. I told everybody we really
serious title contenders.
needed to win the game. Now at
"Cleveland is in the upper
6-4, every game down the stretch
echelon of the league and it's an
is important."
them,"
beat
to
honor and privilege
Reggie Langhorne ran 20 yards
Pinkett said. °I.
one
a double reverse for a
on
Oilers
The victory put the
touchdown to make it 21-10 in the
game behind AFC Central Divithird quarter.
sion leader Cincinnati with a 7-3
Cleveland tight end Ozzie
record and dropped Cleveland two
Newsome caught his 600th career
games off the pace at 6-4.
pass, a four-yard touchdown strike
"I think Cleveland realizes they
in the final period, but was
early
division
the
win
to
going
aren't
by the milestone.
unmoved
now," Oiler fullback Alonzo
600 was nice but it
"Getting
new
a
is
"This
said.
Highsmith
would have felt better with a victeam the second half of the season.
tory to go with it," Newsome said
"We're still building momenof his catch, which pulled
tum. It's always a physical game
Cleveland within 21-17.
when we play Cleveland, but we
Houston's defense, which
tonight."
number
had their
plagued Kosar throughout the
Highsmith scored his first
game, stopped the Browns two
touchdown of the season on a onemore times, the last with 1:01 to go
yard run in the second quaster and
on Ray Childress' fumble
the Oilers depended on their
recovery.
ground game and a rugged
After Highsmith scored,
defense for a 7-3 halftime lead.
Matt Bahr booted a
Cleveland's
break
big
first
The Oilers got the
goal in the first
field
40-yard
quarter
third
the
in
game
the
of
first-half scoring
the
for
quarter
when Johnny Meads blocked an
out running at
came
Oilers
The
this
punt
fifth
g
NFL-record-tyin
the Browns and finished with 148
season for the Oilers.
yards on the ground. led by
Tttose blocked punts match the
Rozier's 76 yards on 23 carries
mark shared by the 1975 Detroit
"Tonight the trenches belonged
Lions, the in Atlanta Falcons,
us," Rozier said. "We were out
to
1987
and
Vikins
the 1985 Minnesota
there to play hard and our offenNew Orleans Saints
sive line did the job.
Warren Moon, who hadn't
"We came out to run the ball
he
since
Browns
the
beaten
and the line blocked well all nigh"
became the Oiler quarterback.

The Oilers have won 15 of their
last 16 non-strike home games and
the Browns administered the only
loss in the streak with a 40-7 victory last season.
The Browns made it close in the
fourth quarter but couldn't complete the rally, Cleveland Coach
Marty Schottenheimer said.
"I was proud the way we came

back," Schottenheimer said. "I
felt we had the opportunity to win
the game but Houston made the
plays when they had to."
The combination of Rozier and
Highsmith, who carried eight
times for 40 yards, and Pinkett,
who was 8-31, enabled the Oilers to
break a seven-game losing streak
against the Browns.

Dual dig

Soccer superiority

The Storm won the league championship for bos I4-under soccer
with a 9-0-1 record. The Storm is comprised of (front row): Jayson
Brittain, Roman Shapla, Brandon McCoy, Trent Nix, Royce Newton.
Bart Rushing, (back row) coach Rocky Shapla, Mitchell McClain,
Grant Pittman, Derek Smee, Todd Vinson, Chris McNeely, coach
Danny Brittain.

Running Ross

• Calloway County junior
Michael Ross became the first
local athlete of the school year
to reach the state finals in his
sport. Ross finished 23rd
overall in the Kentucky CrossCountry State Meet in Lexington on Nov. 5, posting a time
of 17:50. Ross competed as an
individual throughout the
season and qualified for the
state meet by being one of the
top 'individual performers in
the AAA Regional Meet at Fort
Campbell.

Gridiron greats
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Racer spikers upset SEMO
Paced by a brilliant performance from Kim Koehler, Murray State's
volleyball team upset Southeast Missouri 15-6, 15-10, 15-11 Monday night.
Koehler recorded 14 kills, four aces and 22 digs to lead the Racers,
12-19, past SEMO. 31-12 Jill Doty added 14 kills for MSU The Racers will
close their home season at 7 p.m., Thursday as they battle Middle Tennessee State in Carr Health Building's North Gym

• The Murray-Calloway County Baseball Association will have an
open meeting at 8 p.m., Thursday. The meeting will be held in the
Tennessee Room of the Curris Center on Murray State University's
campus.
Anyone interested in the Association is encouraged to attend.

Murray State volleyball players Connie Ballard and him Koehler go
after a dig as Lea Ann Allen (3) looks on in recent action. The Racers
beat Southeast Missouri on Monday algid. (See rebated *1017.)
Staff photo by Daniel T Parker

The Jets recently won the 1988 Calloway County Little League football title with a 4-0-1 record. They are (left to right, front row): Brock
Jones, Micah Bazzell, Craig Tabors, Andrew Falwell, Matt James,
Justin Kimbro, Jody Tucker,(back row) coach Phillip Bazzell, Jody
Kelso, Jett Smith, Zack Ross, Chris Crass, Brad Nor‘worthy, Peter
O'Rourke, Sean Wailer and coach Stan Waller. Not pictured are
Tracy Feezor, Devin Banks, Aaron Swain, Dustin Parks, and coach
Pete O'Rourke.
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NBA expansion teams awaiting first victories
By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer
NBA Commissioner David Stern has two words of advice for fans of
the Charlotte Hornets and Miami Heat:
"Patience , patience.'
- Judging from the opening-night performances of the two expansion
teams, victories in their first season will await those nights when the opposition is overcome by complacency or travel-weariness, or both.
The Heat lost by 20 points to the Los Angeles Clippers one day after the
Cleveland routed the Hornets by 40.
That doesn't necessarily mean that Miami is twice as good as
Charlotte. In the Clippers, the Heat faced a team that won three of 41
games on the road last season and had as many rookies and second-year
players as either expansion team.
But what the Hornets and the Heat lacked in talent and cohesiveness,
they had a surplus in enthusiasm, not only among the players, but also
coaches, management and fans.
"These two teams will be a good example for Orlando and Minnesota
to follow," Stern said, referring to next year's NBA expansion entries. "I
couldn't be more pleased with the way they have handled things."
Of course, the players — veterans no one else wanted and rookies —
are glad to be in the NBA. Many of them,know the alternatives are the
end some other team's bench, retirement, Europe or the Continental
Basketball Association.
"Many players say they'd rather play on the bench for a championship
team," said Hornets forward Kelly Tripucka, who played 35 minutes in
the opener, "but I'm not one of those guys. I'd rather play.
"Everybody's goal is to win a championship. We're not going to win
one this year or the year after or the year after. But that doesn't mean
we won't be striving to build a championship team."

Miami and Charlotte each has a player lhat was on the Los Angeles
Lakers as they won NBA titles the last two years.
Miami's Billy Thompson played 59 games as a reserve in 1986-87, but
saw action in only nine last season because of a knee injury. He also
was
a member of Louisville's national collegiate champion in 1986.
"It was enjoyable being on the Lakers — two championships and pla,
ing with great players," Thompson said. "That experience is great,
to
learn early in your career what it's like to win.
"If I hadn't been hurt, I would have loved to stay. If I hadn't been hurt
I think I would have stayed. But they had to leave three players
unprotected and I was the one taken. Now, I'm with a teara.autase I have
a
chance to start fresh."
The departure of Charlotte's Kurt Rambis, a member of four championship teams with the Lakers, was not so amicable. He was signed by
the Hornets as an unrestricted free agent after essentially being
cast
aside by the Lakers.
"I can see light at the end of the tunnel here," Rambis said. "Before,
there was no light. It didn't matter how I performed, I wouldn't play. It
didn't matter if Kareem missed 40 shots in practice, he was going to
start. Here, it's been exciting getting in shape because here I get
rewarded with playing time
Veterans on both teams say that keeping a positive attitude will be the
most important factor in winning an occasional game.
The Lakers ) tended to play well for eight minutes. then poorly for
four, and we still won," Rambis said. "It's hard to get out of that mindset, but we have to here.
"The veterans can help in January and February when we've lost a
few in a row and the tendency is to go on vacation," Miami's Pat Cummings said. "The veteran can settle everyone down and tell them how
tough the NBA is and they have to keep pushing."

Lefebvre impressed with winning spirit
5

SEATTLE (AP) — Jim Lefebvre admits he had doubts about
becoming the Seattle Mariners'
new manager. But he says team
owner George Argyros convinced
him the organization is now committed to winning.
The Mariners went through two
managers in a last-place 1988
season. On Monday the team announced that its new manager
would be the 46-year-old Lefebvre,
46, the Oakland Athletics' thirdbase coach and hitting instructor.
Lefebvre said he was reluctant
at first about the job "because of
the past," but changed his mind
after talking to Argyros, president
Chuck Armstrong and vice president for baseball operations
Woody Woodward.
"I really believe now they're
committed to winning," Lefebvre
said in a telephone interview Monday from his home in Tempe, Ariz.
"I think George Argyros is really
committed to winning now. I think
he's committed to paying the
salaries to• keep (pitchers) Mike

Moore and Mark Langston and
(first baseman) Alvin Davis. He
wants to see a winner in Seattle."
Lefebvre becomes the eighth
manager in the American League
franchise's history and the
seventh under Argyros. The
Mariners, who never have had a
winning season, are headed into
their 13th season and ninth under
Argyros, a Southern California
land developer.
Woodward has aid since he joined the Mariners' organization that
Argyros wants to win.
Woodward replaced Dick
Balderson, fired last season by
Argyros as general manager of
the.
"Now we've hired a young
manager who has been a winner in
the past," Woodward said. "We're
going to give it a good shot."
Woodward said the Mariners
made long-term contract offers to
starting pitcher Moore, who
became a free agent after last
season, and Davis, who can
become a free agent with

Langston after next season.
The Mariners also were considering Lou Piniella, Jeff Torborg, Hal Lanier, Vada Pinson and
John McNamara for the manager
job. Lefebvre quickly emerged as
the top candidate for the job,
Woodward said.
Woodward said the Mariners
wanted Lefebvre because he had
been a winner as a major league
player, a minor league manager
and a major league coach.
"We think we have good talent
that needs to learn how to win and
we think we have the man to teach
that to our players," he said.
Lefebvre said he had received
"a couple of offers" to manage in
the major leagues in the past, but
turned them down because "I
didn't think the time. was right
then."
Lefebvre said he was glad he
waited, and "I think this is the
right job for me."
Woodward said the Mariners
gave Lefebvre a two-year contract, but would not disclose any

terms. The Mariners reportedly
were offering him $150,000 a year.
Bill Plummer will ret4rn as a
coach under Lefebvre, but none of
the other Mariners' coaches has
been selected yet, Woodward said.
Lefebvre reportedly wants to bring back Jim Snyder, one of the
Mariners' managers last season,
as the team's first-base coach. But
on Monday night, Lefebvee-refused to comment on the Snyder
report.
Lefebvre said he had talked
about the Mariners' managerial
job with Rene Lachemann, also a
coach at Oakland last season and a
former Mariners manager under
Argyros. He said Lachemann
recommended that he take the
offer.
Lefebvre's professional baseball
career spans 26 years including
being named National League
Rookie of the Year in 1965 while
playing for the Los Angeles
Dodgers.

•

say hello because we hadn't talked
to one another in a long time."
The invitation to Turner, who
passed for 1,351 yards from the
veer formation as a senior at
Washington State, came later in a
telephone call from Indianapolis
coach Ron Meyer.
"I was sitting at a computer getting ready to work up a major bid
when I called the office to see if
there were any messages, and
there was one from Indianapolis,"
Turner said.
"I wasn't sure what to do. My
business is one that I've given a lot
of attention to, and I wasn't sure I
wanted to leave it to travel 2,000
miles for a tryout. But I decided to
make the trip, and now I'll play
out this hand," Turner said.
The decision has been paying

off, he said.
"I think our business has increased at least 10 to 15 percent,"
he said.
He credits the company's
general attorney, Bill Hollowell,
for spreading the word via the
Seattle media that the company's
president was in the NFL with the
Indianapolis Colts.
"I've talked to the office
secretary and you couldn't believe
the calls that have been rolling into our company. She told me we
received about 25 calls," since the
signing, he said.
Turner said he decided to leave
Toronto because the financial
reward was too small.
"You make $100,000 and the
Canadian government takes
$48,000 I in taxes). It takes you at

least $7,000 to $10,000 dollars to
live up there, and you convert that
(what's left) to American and you
come home with $20,000 and you
start to wonder if it's worth it," he
said.

Prep football

MHS season
ticket holders
can buy seats
for playoffs

Murray High School season
ticket holders for the 1988 football
year will not be able to use those
tickets fir the upcoming playoff
game on Nov. 11. Season ticket
holders do, however, have an opportunity to buy their regular
seats for $3.
million to Lalonde s $.5 million in a
Season ticket holders may purfight that attracted 13,246 fans to -ehase their seats at the high school
the 15,300 seat outdoor arena at on Wednesday and Thursday from
Caesars Palace.
8:30 a.m.-3:30 p. m.. and on Friday
The live gate for the bout was from 8:30 a.m.-noon.
$7.5 million and promoters claimAll other tickets must be pured early figures showed some chased at the gate for $3.
800,000 households bought the payState coaching and adper-view broadcast at $29.95
ministrative passes will be
apiece.
accepted.

Leonard has...
((bard from page 6)
Leonard followed Lalonde off
the ropes and hit him with a left
hook that caught Lalonde flush on
the right side of the face and put
him down for the first time.
Lalonde got up, shook his head
at Leonard as if to acknowledge
the punch, and waited for referee
Richard Steele to resume the
action.
When he did, Leonard unleashed
a left hook followed by a right
hand that put Lalonde on his back
under the ropes, where Steele
counted him out. It was more than
a minute before Lalonde moved
from the position, while Leonard
was celebrating across the ring.
"Ray can punch," Lalonde said.
"Ray Leonard is just a better
fighter, what can I say."
Leonard earned a reported $15

Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance.-

.re

AMERICAN CON FERENC!.
East
VI L T Pet. PP PA
Buffalo
9
1
0
900 212 142
N.Y Jets
5 4
1
550 220 2Z?
Indianapolis
5 5 0
500 243 193
Miami
5 5 0
500 188 203
New England*
,
5 5 0
500 /78 209
Code&
Cincinnati
41
2 0
600 284 185
Houston
7
3 0
700 239 230
Cleveland
6 4 0
800 170 156
Pittsburgh
2 8 0
200 lid 279
West
Denver
5
5 0
500 207 208
L A Raiders
5
5 0
500 204 219
Seattle
5 5 0
500 161 187
San Diego
2 8 0
200 119 199
Kansas City
1
8
1
150 123 166
N ATION AL CONFERENCE
East
N.Y Giants
7 3 0
700 219 199
Phoenix
6 4 0
600 238 219
Washington
6 4 0
600 243 236
Philadelphia
5 5 0
500 233 211
Dallas
2 8 0
200 169 211
Code&
Chicago
4
2 0
MOO 192 123
Minnesota
6 4 0
800 249 179
Detroit
2 8 0
200 129 210
Green Bay
2 8 0
200 160 207
Tampa Bay
2 8 0
200 175 281
West
L. A Rams
7
3 0
700 288 180
7
7
",v), ?lc 174

The Top Twenty.teams in the Associated
Press college footbk11 poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses. season record through
games of Nov 5, total points based on
20-19-18-17.16-15-14-13-12.11.10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
and previous ranking
Record Pts Pvs
1. Notre Dni i42
9-0-0
1.160
1
2. Southern CI '15 ,
8-0-0
1.122
2
3. Miami. Fla 11,
7-1-0
1.085
3
4. West Virg 1 •
9-0-0
979
4
5_ Florida State
8-1-0
933
5
6. UCLA
8-1-0
064
6
7 Nebraska
9-1-0
7
840
8. Oklahoma
9-1-0
752
8
9. Auburn
8-1-0
719
9
10 Wyoming
10-0-0
665
10

MISSION Kan I AP • - The top X)teams
in the Division 1-AA football poll of the National Collegiate Athletic Association conducted by the NCAA Division LA), Football
Committee. with first-place votes in parentheses, season records through Nov 5.--and
total points In the balloting
Record Pts
1 Stephen F Austin
4
8-1-0
,40
2 Idaho
7-1-0
76
3 Georgia Southern
7-2-0
67
4. Western 11111nois
9-1-0
64
5 Furman,SC
7-2-0
61
6 Marshall W Va
8-1-0
eu

DIBLCILY_Q±LIEESIGLAN

1986 Olds Delta Royale Brougham
V-6, Grey Metallic, Grey Velour, 7588 actual
miles, one owner, local new car trade-in loaded
with equipment, like nr.

Carroll, Inc.
800 Chestnut

753-8850

$35.00' ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$42.50' TWO BEDROOM SUITE

EASTERN t'ONFERE'sc
Atlantic IS',isles
VI
I. Pct. GB
Philadelphia
2 0 1 000
Boston
500
1
New Jersey
1
1
000
1
Washington
0
1
000
Charlotte
0
2
000 2
New York
0 2
000 2
Ceatral Division
Cleveland
2 0 1 OM Detroit
2 0 1 WO Atlanta
2 0 1 oliti Milwaukee
1
1
500
1
C/ucago
1
1
Xel
Indiana
0
2
OW
2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
5111411w ea,t Division
V. L Pct. GB
San Antonio
1
0 100(1
Denver
is
1
1
500
Dallas
1
1
500
MiamiU
1
000
Utah
0
1
000
Houston
O
2
4840
his
Pacific Divialoa
Portland
2 0 1000
Seattle
2 0 l48
Golden State
1
0
L A Clippers
•
1
1

EVX1Icith°rnu

San Fe-am:laid°
6
4
u
615) 222 196
Atlanta
3
7
0
300 189 244
Suaday's Gaines
New York Giants 29. DaRas 21
Minnesota 44. Detroit 17
Atlanta 20. Green Bay 0
Philadelphia 30, Los Angeles Rams 24
New England 21. Miami 10
Cincinnati 42, Pittsburgh 7
Chicago 28, Tampa Bay 10
Phoenix 24 San Francisco 23
Indianapolis 38, New York Jets :4
Washington 27 New Orleans 24
Denver 17, Kansas City 11
Buffalo 13, Seattle 3
Los Angeles Raiders 13. San Diego)
Monday's Game
Houston 24. Cleveland 17
Stuiday. Nov.13
Chicago at Washington
Cincinnati al Kansas City
Indianapolis at Green Bay
New England at New York Jets
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
San Diego at Atlanta
Tampa Bay at Detroit
Los Angeles Ftaidirs at San Francis!,
New Orleans at Los Angeles Rams
New York Giants at Phoenix
Cleveland at Denver
Houston at Seattle
Minnesota at Dallas
Monday.!Clod. 14
Buffalo at Miami

11_ Arkansas
9-0-0
593
11
12. LSU
6-2-0
468
13
13 Michigan
6-2-1
425
14
14 Oklahoma St
8-2-0
386
12
15. Syracuse
7-1-0
384
16
16 Clemson
7-2-0
321
17
17 Georgia
7-2-0
296
19
la. Alabama
6-2*
90
18
19 Colorado
7.2-0
68
20 Washingtn St.
6-3-0
61
Others receiving votes Houston 80. South
Carolina 27. Army 26, Brigham Young 18,
Western Michigan 15. Texas A&M 11,
Southern Mississippi id Pittsburgh 7 Arizona
5, Oregon 5. Arizona State 4, Illinois), Texas.
El Paso 3. Hawaii 2. Michigan State 1

7 Northwestern St . La
8 Eastern Kentucky
9 Connecticut
14)..4.1ackson State, Miss
11 Western Kentucky
12 Citadel. SC
13. Delaware
14 North Texas
15. Boise St
16 Appalachian St
17 Middle Tenn St
18 Montana
19 Florida AllsM
tie, Pennsylvania

84-0
7-2-0
7-2-0
6-0-2
7-2-0
7-2-0
6-3-0
6-3fiteice
7-2-0
6-3-0
8-3-0
4.2.0
7.1-1
8-0-0

B
BAIJ
Americ an League
SEATTLE M viINERS- Named
in,
Lefebvre manager
Natioaal Leadoe
HUI_ STUN ASTROS-Named Art Howe
manager
PITTSBL HUH PIRATES- Named Lain
!roughly general manager Signed lohn

A Lakers
Sacramento
Phoenix

000
0 2
000
Saturday's Games
New Jersey 112, New York 182
Philadelphia 129. Boston 115
Chicago Ill. Washington 98
LA Clippers 111. Miami 91
Detroit lit. Charlotte PiS
Cleveland 105. Indiana WV
Dallas 114, Houston 113. OT
San Antonio 122 L A Laker, 11,7
Atlanta 107, Milwaukee 94
Seattle 142. Denver 141. DT
Golden State 117, Phoenix 104
Portland 121. Sacrament!, 103
Sooday's Games
No games scheduled
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Washington at New Jersey
Detroit at Philadelphia
L A Clippers at Charlotte
Indiana at Atlanta
Chicago at New York
San Antonio at Houston
Miami at Dallas
L A Laken at Golden State
Seattle at Sacramento

,
1 001111ALL
National FaMbail Leago.
PHOENIX CARDINALS-Sign. .
Traynowicz. offensive guard-tackle
Joe Bostic oflenstve guard-center
aired reserve

- •
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Edward D. _Jones & Co.
cares about
its customers...
And that's why David Lane is in Murray, to serve
your conservative investment needs. Edward D.
Jones & Co. opened its doors in Murray 5 years
ago, & has been serving investors since 187. We
provide the conservative investments you want
and the excellent service you deserve...and we are
not leaving.
If you are thinking of changing
investment firms, call me today.

a

8

'David Lane
520 Main St.
Murray
CI 753-7401

421 S Atlantic Ave , New Smryna Beach,IL 32069(904)-423-8400

TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA

II
12
12

Lorry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th iNext to McDonald sl
739-9888

lability.
1188.

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

59
54
52
43
34
33
29
26
20.1
19

Transactions

'Per person, per night, double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel

.tate Farm Insurance Companies
HOrne Offices Bloomington Illinois

Basketball

on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH

For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach
Special Rates:

Like d good neighbor
State Farm is therp

Football

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
Beautiful new all-suite resort. 1 or 2 bed
room suites have fully equipped kitchens,
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
TV and HBO. Swimming pools, sun
decks, wide expanse of beach Enjoy
sightseeing, golf, tennis, water sports,
fishing Near L4 and 1-95. . . just a short
drive to Disney World arid all Central Florida attractions.
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Colts' Turner takes break from sudden stardom
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Ricky
Turner is back in the state of
Washington, picking up some
clothes, taking care of business
and ending a wild week that saw
him make his NFL debut three
years after he stopped playing
football.
Turner, a 6-foot, 190-pound
quarterback who played college
ball at Washington State, signed
with Indianapolis last Thursday
and made his debut during Sunday's 38-14 victory over the New
York Jets.
Operating out of the wishbone
formation — the novelty offense
the Colts have used successfully to
score Wir touchdowns in their last
three games — Turner carried
three times for 17 yards. He also
completed his only pass for 23
yards while directing the final Indianapolis scoring drive.
Turner, 26, hasn't played football since leaving Toronto of the
Canadian Football League in 1985.
He was concentrating on building
his Sphinx Construction Co. in the
Seattle suburb of Kent last week
when he was invited to a tryout on
Wednesday.
He arrived with two pair of
pants, five changes of underwear
and two pair of socks.
"I've been washing my socks
every night," Turner said Sunday,
explaining one reason he was
heading home for two days.
"This whole thing has been
unbelievable," said Turner, who
learned the Colts might be interested in him when he was called by tight end Pat Beach, a
former teammate at Washington
State.
"When I received a call from
Pat on Friday, prior to the Indianapolis call, I thought it was a
joke. I thought Pat just called to
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Robertson Elementary students culminated a week long fire safety unit
with a visit to the Murray Fire Station. Teacher aide Amy Gibson sports
a firefighter's uniform as John Lane stresses to the children that Gibson
is their friend even though she looks different.

an
North Elementary third grader Amy Mahan displays her winning
poster
with Ernestine Hargis, cafeteria manager. Dustin Butler, Jennifer
Anderson, Lori Carson, Angela Fortener, Bradley Norsworthy,
and
LaDonna Boren were finalists in the contest sponsored by the food
services personnel. Amy's poster also won second place in the District.

A

North Elementary had some special guests on Oct. 20 to help promote
their new "Just Say No" club. Calloway County High School football
team members Kevin Kelly and Darren McCuiston pass out tickets
to
fifth graders Ben Watters, Stephanie Wallace and Greg Ramsey.
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Robertson Elementary students had a close-up look at the
pumper truck
and the firefighters' axes, hoses and extinguishers.

University student Jeff Stewart recently brought two visitors to the
playground at Robertson Elementary. The first graders enjoyed
meeting and learning about a piglet and a calf, the animals were borrowed from Murray State's farm.

ge
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Calloway County Middle School'senvironmental education class, taught
by Linda Patterson, is shown sorting aluminum cans and bundling
newspapers. This class is studying the importance of saving our
resources and minimizing waste. Money collected from the sale of items
will be used for community and school projects. The community project
for this month is Needline. Pictured above, left to right: Jeremy
McKeel, Mac Dunn, Paul Camfield and Brian Futrell. Below, left to
right, Billy Haskins, Dana Shelby, Timmy Lax and Derek Waters.
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Robertson Elementary students had a chance to sit in the front seat
of
the fire truck, see the emergency lights, and hear the sirens.

Ashley Bucy, left, introduces her mother, Marsha Bucy,
to her
classmates at North Elementary.
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Bucy named Very Important Person

•

Roberta Jones. local bee keeper, shared her hobby with Roberts
on
Elementary first graders as a part of the students' study of insects.
The
children learned facts about bees, performed plays, and modeled
equipment.
AM/

Ashley Bucy of Mrs. Humphries fifth-grade class at North
Elementary School brought her
mother, Marsha Bucy, to class
recently to share her interesting
hobby of scuba diving.
Ashley was named Very Important Person (VIP) by her class for
the week of Oct. 16-2k Besides
having special duties in the
classroom, she was allowed to bring a parent to speak to the class.
A certified diver, Bucy
presented beautiful slides of
underwater life and explained

various aspects of diving equipment to the children.
Her husband, Dale Bucy, is a
PADI diving instructor at Murray
State University.

JOHN R. BRIGHT, D.O.
• Board Certified Dermatologist •
Announces the opening
Of his riractice in

DERMATOLOGY
•kik

Southwest Elementary fifth
grader Holly Barnes receives a $5
check from cafeteria manager
Jean Barger. Barnes won the
"Just Say No" poster contest
sponsored by food service personnel during National School Lunch
Week.

first graders at Robertson Elementary celebrated
Columbus Day with
a visit from Christopher Columbus (teacher Tina
Ratterreei. The
children learned many interesting facts about Columbus.

skin, Hair & Nails
ancer ei Skin Surgcry

Italian
Spaghetti Special
$195
$•19

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING, SUITE 281
300 South 8th Street
Murray, KY
Beginning November 14, 1988
Call for appointment
502-759-98,00

Large

small

I
With Garlic Bread. Salad 89' Extra
Inside Dining Only
Free Refills On Drinks

11011%110111
1q‘1.
401141
.

1111:Natee

1.19 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
Wednesday 11 am. 10 p.m.
You can't eat this well at home for this
price.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Old English style
furniture returns
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Painting the trim
can take less time
with proper tools

By BARBARA MAYER
companies introducing them
AP Newsfeatures
would normally warrant.
Move over, 18th century and
The reason? They were a fresh
make room for the 17th century in look in a market large
ly lacking in
English design.
dramatic style changes. Both
In its relentless effort to create a groups with their
pale surfaces
By ANDY LING
living library of the styles of the and painted
nave to be applied to shutters,
floral and ribbon
AP Newsfeatures
past, the American furniture in- motifs are prett
downspouts or anything else that
y in the way that a
The trim on the outside of your is visib
dustry this fall came up with a light summer
le or needs protection from
party dress is prethouse may constitute only a small the eleme
revival of the Gothic style in ty. A 30-piece
nts. Certain things regroup by Jeffco is
portion of the total exterior surEngland as well as a reprise of based on antiq
quire additional protection and,
ue 18th-century
face, but when you have to paint it, conse
country French styles of the 18th Scandinavian dinin
quently, additional paint.
g chair and
you often find it the most time- One of
and early 19th centuries.
cabinetry.
these is if windowsill. Each
consuming.
Proving you can take
should be given at least two and
It has been reproportioned to fit
Painting the trim usually reAmericans out of the country, but today's lifestyles
preferably three coats of paint. As
, says Jeffrey
quires a painting tool different
you can't take the country out of Gaynor, president.
with the rest of the exterior, profrom the one used to cover the rest per prepa
Americans, other newsmakers in
Jena Hall, an independent
ration of the surface is
of the house. Very often, too, you
High Point, N.C., were country 'designer, creat
very important. Since a wined a licensed colneed a different kind of paint or dowsi
Scandinavian and American coun- lection of Scandina
ll is horizontal and thus more
vian country
other covering material. Even
try with a French and a furniture, too. The
susceptible to water than a vermost specr
•
• ."71
when you use the same kind and
southwestern accent.
p-,•1-tical part of the house, it
tacular piece is a large cupboard
color
of paint on the trim as on the sometimes
This fall, painted finishes - in a pink wash
!.
_
-)
needs some scraping,
with floral motifs
).
siding, it's a job that needs extra sand
sometimes with a floral motif on a
painted on the surfaces. "'Country
ing and occasionally some
lit
attention. But most of the time, priming
cabins' door, chair back or table remains neare
-\•'
L
Stiti CitDI
before it is painted. When
st
the paint used on the trim and
top - continued to hold an impor- consumers' heart and dearest to
anything metal is painted, such as
s," she said.
shutters is a bit glossier than that
tant place in the ever-expanding
a downspout, use a paint that wilThomasville Furniture and
6ID RH 3
BID 4
114.12°
used on the rest of the house and is
marketplace which introduces Lane Co., two of
13°.20°
)2%15°
adhere well on metal. When hardthe industry's
applied last. If this is not pracnew furniture to retailers. Light largest companie
ware can be removed, as on the
s, apparently
tical, especially when working on
woods, some, such as pine and ash agree that whim
outside of a door, remove it. If that
sical furniture
high peaks, it is better to paint
which are naturally light, and has "curb"
[
isn't feasible, protect the hard
ev,
appea
both the siding and trim at the
some bleached or pickled, also introduced "Dom l. Thomasville
ware with masking tape. When a
aine," a large
kocup
,
same so the ladders do not have to
dominated the new styles.
screen needs painting, do the
collection of French countrybe moved around too much.
•
In a nutshell, new furniture at inspired furni
frame first, then the mesh. There
ture available in
When working over the tops of
the industry's semi-annual unveil- light-brown fruit
are special pads for applying paint
wood finish and in
lARDIQ 1-"CRY
51_2 ?.DIN
doors and windows, be certain the
ing of styles is liveable, stylistical- a creamy-white
.0,
Q A1 4
to screening. Follow the same pro(10 ,r) 11q12
finish embellished
4rat
LI
paint forms a kind of seal between
ly safe and built for sturdy com- with painted flora
cedure painting the outsides of
l designs.
the trim and siding. This practice
fort. The case pieces usuaBy condoog and windows as you would
Lane added about 20 pieces to its
should be followed at all times, but
ceal adjustable shelves for home America colle
on the insides. Generally. that
ction. According to
it is especially important over the
entertainment components and the company,
•
means painting the inner parts
all the pieces are
Iwo CAQ (MAU
doors and windows. Mention was
the upholstered furniture is based on eithe
N.11_
'id°
.22° -slot
first and working your way to the
r French Canadian
[LO
H
PLAN
made of using the same kind of
generous-sized and often covered originals
outside edges. Remember to paint
or on furniture that
' 4
paint on the trim sometimes as on
in leather.
would have been typical in Louiso the doors and windows don't get
StOSAOt
the rest of the house. If this is conOther than adjustable shelves siana during the
paint-bound or you'll have to do
19th century.
templ
ated, be sure you do not use
and pop-out backs for wiring, new
For a dash of the excitement
some unsticking later.
the so-called "chalking" paint if
ideas for storage, home offices that new cont
emporary styling
the trim and shutters are white. If
and media rooms were few and far can bring,
( Do-it-yourselfers will find
it was necessary to visit
THIS ONE-STORY, FOUR BEDROOM ranch house
you do, you may wind up later with
between. However, designer the displays
places emphasis on
much helpful information on a
of foreign companies.
the
privac
y
of
rear
terrac
e living. The principal rooms are
streaks on the trim.
names continued to make inroads. Some Scand
variety of subjects in Andy Lang's
inavian firms offered
have direct access to the terrace. Plan HA I 494Y has 1,670 toward the rear and
Painting trim requires a trim or
This time, Mario Buatta joined furniture scal
squar
e
feet.
For
more
handbook, "Practical Home
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-a
ed for today's
sash brush, one suitable to the size
the fray with a 19-piece collection smaller room
ed envelope -- to
Repairs," which can be obtained
architects York & Schenke, 585 Stewart Ave., Gardeddress
s.
of
n
the parts being painted. Besides
City,
NY
11530
for John Widdicomb of living room
.
by siending $2 to this newspaper at
Examples are Polardesign's
windows and doors, paint will
and dining room pieces based on (Finland ) leath
Box 5, Teaneck, NJ 07666. )
er recliner on a
the English Regency period. The plywood frame,
Muur
ame's black
dressy, formal designs include a leather foldi
ng and stacking
number of painted and faux chairs (abo
ut $220 at retail ) and
finishes. All are based on antiques Nippon's futon
s on a steel frame.
the designer has used over the Folded with
By BARBARA MAYER
one side of the frame
the growing importance of open classic furni
years in his decorating.
ture designs by in- exhibit by a New York
AP Newsfeatures
up, the futon is a sofa; flat, it's a
art gallery
office systems, ergonomic seating dividuals
such as Frank Lloyd
Baker Furniture's contribution/ 54-inch bed about $800)
What are designers up to?
was sponsored by Ramsa Interior
.
and
comp
uter
suppo
rt furniture. Wright and Charles Rennie
to this conservative market is a
Judging from the programs at
Sound System.
Maybe there is less "fun' design Mackintosh.
40-piece collection of 17th-century
Desig
ner's
Satu
rday
Closer to home, Ivana Trump
:
everything but there is more desig
A four-sided bookcase on
n to accomOn the other hand, proving that
pieces.
from designing audio speakers to
revea
led plans for New York'sarcasters in black or white (under
Distinguished by Gothic arches, $300 could
evaluating Ivana Trump's modate the growing technology," all the fun has not been
chitectural landmark, the Plaza
be useful for compressshe
said.
eliminated, at this year's
deep carvings, chamfered legs ing a lot
restoration plans for New York's
Hotel. The emphasis will be on
of books into a small
She added that facilities plan- there was an exhibition event
Plaza Hotel.
and Jacobean design details, the space.
of artrestoration, said the hotel's presi,
ners who are in charge of fur- works by 15
designers. Each obBoth subjects were explored at
furniture is the sort that would
dent, who is also the wife of
The new contemporary styles
nishing offices for large corpora- ject contained audio
the recent annual gathering that
speak
have been relegated to the lesser shown by
ers.
Dona
The
ld J. Trump. •
tions have grown in importance.
large
brings about 20.000 designers, arrooms of the castle when the panies. such American comThe group hardly existed 21 years
as Drexel and
chitects and facilities planners to
lighter and more delicate 18th- Broyhill, were
ago when the show was started
transitional rather
New York to see furnishings, atcentury pieces came into fashion. than dramatic
tog-ive designers and architects an
new shapes or style
tend
seminars and network with
Two collections of painted Scan- departures. This
opportunity to get out of their ofis in keeping with
one another.
dinavian country furniture were, the demand
fices
for quiet, functional
and see the new furnishings.
Virtually ail New York's
to some extent at least, the talk of furniture that
"Five or six years ago.
won't become dated
desi
gner
-orie
the market, attracting perhaps in a few years
nted furnishings Thursdays bega
, according to the
n to be especially
firms participate in the event,
more attention than the size of the manufactur
geared to facility planners who
ers.
which originally took place on a
specify furnishings for large corSaturday but now occupies four
porations. They are responsible
days.
for ordering a huge dollar amount
Designer's Saturday is parCash & Carry
ticularly important in revealing of office systems and furniture.
We have seminars for them so
Sale
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
trends in office furnishings. This
their bosses will let them out of the
Ends
year, what John Berry, an exOpen
Mon-Fr
i 7-5 Sit 8-12
office," she added.
Visa-MC-Discoyer
Monday
ecutive with Herman Miller Co.,
With
the
heaie
r
stake
s
and
By ANDY LANG
types. Get his recommendation. referred to as "the residentializa- larger
dollar amounts generated
AP Newsfeatures
tion of the office" assumed
Most especially tell him the condiby
the
sale
of office furniture, the
Q. - We are thinking of buying a tion of the exterior of your
house, importance.
unique designs that once
CHAMBERLAIN 1/2 H.P GARAGE DOOR OPENBR
house. We are trying to decide bet- whether and what kind of prepa
Berry said research had shown
radominated introductions, such as
ween a 142-story house and what is tion work is needed, and
most
peopl
e
preferred working in a leather
whether
chair shaped like a
called a raised ranch. Can you tell any washing or clea
an office rather than in isolation at
ning is
baseball glove and another of exus something about them?
home
.
Howe
necessary. Oil paints are not used
ver, most are more pandable
foam that assumed its
A. - By a 142-story, you are directly on stucco because the
comfortable in a home -like
shape only when taken from its
presumably referring to a house alkali in the stucco attacks
envi
ronment.
them.
flat box, have been replaced by
which has an attic, finished or
Typical new products to make
chairs designed to support the
Q. - I will be putting down
otherwise. That kind of house peroffices more like home include
mits the master bedroom to be on resilient floor tiles in a recreation
wood furniture with softer, curved back.
2 ,-i P --,,,tor with ndustrial
There is still a niche for the
strength chain drive and durable
the first floor and the children's room. I once saw a shuffleboard
edges, nubby fabrics and more
unusual. "But they are no longer
steel construction
bedrooms on the second. A house design on such a floor. Can I buy
color options.
•4, minute light delay
the
drivi
ng
force
they
once
were
,"
the
of that style provides extra
tiles for such a design?
Nevertheless, Linda Foa, ex•Illuminated pushbutton
1/21-0P Mo0e4450
she said.
A. - Yes. Your tile dealer has a
storage space on the second floor
ecutive director for Designer's
•6 561 security codes
Refle
cting
a
new
serio
usnes
s,
under the eaves. The upstairs floor brochure on various kinds of
REGULAR
Saturday for the past 10 years,
•Ton -tree SOS Hot Line
'
tor
the furnishings used in reception
pre purchase and installation
has knee walls and sloping ceil- designs you can make from
reflected that "the most powerful
NO
W $148.00
areas and executive offices are
information 1 800 528-9131
ings. Some of its advantages are regular tile but there are special
change over the years has been
SAV
more
E $40.00
likely to be reproductions of
concerned with the size of the lot it tiles to form shuffleboard and
'CHAMBERLAIN
Extra
can be built on, but your letter in- other games.
Transmitter
dicates you may be getting ready
Q. - Finishing a basement this
to buy an existing house rather
, - - I ONLY s169
fall and want to give everything a
than having one constructed.
%OW.
retv
A raised ranch blends with dif- contemporary look. We have
c..
0OW GAG lc
ferent styles of houses, but must decided a suspended ceiling is one
Too.°•aro yid•
be designed carefully to avoid an way of achieving this appearance
awkward appearance. It can be Have seen several displays and
built on flat land or a sloping lot. It have about figured out how
,..
Autumn Oak
utilizes what ordinarily might be everything is done but want some
4.
the basement. It usually has more information about how the panels
$439
livable space for the money than a are aligned properly.
(
regular ranch, but is a bit more
A - There will not be any proHillside Oak
•
difficult to maintain. Try to base
blem if you follow the instructions
;,,,
‘
$999
The
10th
of each month le a very important
•
your final decision on other factors about the installation. The basic
/
date to your newspaper car
rier Your carrier must receive
, ,
.your payment by the 10th of the mont
than styling, including location, components of the metal grid into
h in
order to pay their bill
Sun
Flai
r
Bir
availability of shopping, houses of which the panels are placed are inch
,
You see, these carriers are independen
. ,
t business men and women They
/ 10
n
worship, schools, recreational
terlocking.
buy their papers from us at wholm
$949
.4
4
ale cost and sell them to you at
I
the retail
facilities and so on. Of those, the
delivery rate When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig
.
All aspects of painting a house
down
into their own pockets to make up
most important is location.
the difference
i New Cut Cedar
are discussed in Andy Lang's
0 4
'
Please pay your carrier promptly
Q. - We have a stucco house we
,
before the 10th of each month They
booklet, "Paint Your House Inside
depend on you to write their pay
$749
have decided to paint. Can stucco
checks
Collection time can be an Incon
and Out," which can be obtained
venie
nce
for
be painted successfully?
you and your carrier
So. paying by mail is a simple
by sending 75 cents and a long,
way to avoid getting caught witho th;
A. - Yes Just be sure to use a
ut
right change and you avoid the
stamped, self-addressed envelope
bother of monthly collect/on
paint that will adhere to stucco.
Country Tavern
to Know-How, P. 0. Box 477, HunAsk your dealer for a latex paint
Ced
tington, NY 11743. Questions of
ar Perforated
Abitibi
that is formulated for use on stucPrefineshed Mouldings
general interest will be answered
$949
co. He will have several different
Available
in the column.)
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Difference in houses
more than minimal
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Independent Daughter Forty-five outstantling high school seniors

to be recognized by Murray State University

Wants Handout to
Foot Wedding Bill
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter is 26.
She's living with 3 man we've never
met. They have lived together for
more than two years. Eighteen
months ago, she called to tell us
that she was pregnant. At the time,
I suggested that they get married,
but she said she didn't know if she
really -loved" him. They now are
the parents of a healthy 10-monthold boy.
Last week, this daughter (who
lives 1,000 miles away)called to say
that she decided to marry this man
- and would we pay for the
wedding? I didn't know what to say.
We haven't seen her for more than
two years. Two years ago, my wife
and I drove from Phoenix to Denver
to surprise her on her birthday. We
called her from a service station on
the outskirts of town, and were told
she had other plans and couldn't see
us that week. Almost every call
we've had from her since she left
home at 18 was an SOS for money.
My first reaction to her request
that we pay for her wedding was
anger - although I didn't express
it. I don't think we should pay for
it. What do you think?
HOT IN ARIZONA

share it with your readers. The tips:
Please print this for that inconsiderate driver and the passenger who
1. Maintain a sense of humor
is never ready on time.
2. Meditate
3. Get a massage
RUDE AWAKENING
4. Exercise
IN CHERRY HILL, N.J.
5. Eat sensibly
6. Limit alcohol and caffeine
DEAR RUDE AWAKENING:
7. Take refuge in family and A friendly visit with your
friends
neighbor will probably do a lot
more to silence the disturbance
8. Delegate responsibility
9. Stand up to the boss, or
than this message. I've done my
10. Quit!
part - now you do yours. Pleasant dreams.
Then we were told that the
magazine's prescription is really
* * *
nothing new - that it was summed
up about 250 years ago by Jonathan
Wedding bells? Wedding bills! Who
Swift, who wrote: "The best doctors pays
for what and everything else you
Dr.
Quiet
in the world are Dr. Diet,
need to know if you're planning a
and Dr. Merryman."
wedding can be found in Abby's bookI"just had to send this to you, let, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Abby. Please print it. It should help Send your name and address, plus
check or money order for 62.58 ($3.39
millions of readers.
in Canada)
Dear Abby, Wedding
MILLIE HAWTHORN, Booklet, P.O.to:
Box 447, Mount Morris,
HARRISBURG, PA. III. 61054. fPostage is included.)
DEAR MILLIE: Newsweek's
recommendation for coping
with pressure is well worth
quoting. And Jonathan Swift's
prescription for good health can
be paraphrased into the more
contemporary:"Eat judiciously,
practice moderation in everything, and make merry!" (Van
Buren)

DEAR HOT: In view of the
shameful way your daughter
has treated you, you would be
justified in telling her to finance
*5*
her own wedding, but please
you
instead
that
don't. Tell her
DEAR ABBY: Every morning, a
would like to see her and meet
her fiance and your grandchild, neighbor catches a ride to work with
and then you'll talk about pay- someone who pulls up in front of his
house and honks loudly three or
ing for her wedding.
four times.
Doesn't this honker realize that
*• *
some people might still be trying to
sleep? I have been sleeping in
DEAR ABBY: Some time ago, because I am recuperating from
Newsweek magazine recommended surgery. People being picked up
10 ways to cope with the pressure of should be at the door and ready to
the workplace. I think the list is so go, so the driver doesn't have to
valuable that you may want to honk at all

Road resurfacing
set for Calloway
The state will resurface 3,186
feet of County Road 5122, Poast
Oak Drive in Calloway County,
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson has
announced.
"Persistent upgrading of our
secondary roads is essential to the
safety and convenience of Kentucky's rural communities," said
Wilkinson.
According to State Transportation Secretary and Commissioner
of Highways Milo D. Bryant, the
project is estimated to cost $15,765
and is being financed with Rural
Secondary funds. Bryant also
noted that the project will be accomplished by contract and advertised for bids as soon as possible.

daughter of Dr. and Mrs Thomas
F. Holcomb; Rhoda Jones,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Jones; and Kimberly Lough,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Forty-five of the most outstanding high school seniors in West
Kentucky will be recognized by
Murray State University and its
board of regents for their
academic achievement on Saturday, Nov. 12.
Known as the Jackson Purchase
Area Scholars, the students who
represent 19 high schools in 12
counties will be the guests of honor
at an awards luncheon on the campus and special guests at the final
home football game of the year
between Murray State and Middle
Tennessee.
Included in the group are 11 National Merit semifinalists and
other area students who recorded
perfect grade-point averages
through the junior year.
President Kala M. Stroup of
Murray State noted the commitment of Murray State and its
regents to honoring academic
achievement and said "these fine
young people deserve widespread
recognition for their outstanding
scholastic records."
She called them "a source of
pride to their families, their
schools and their communities. As
they progress through their senior
year, We want to assure them that
their efforts are appreciated and
to encourage them to maintain the
self discipline and urge to excel
they have so ably demonstrated."
Besides the recognition Nov. 12
for the seniors and their parents,
plaques with the scholars' names
will be presented to
superintendents for display in
their high schools.
Murray and Calloway County
area scholars for 1988 and their
parents are:
Calloway County - Angela
Herndon, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Hugh Herndon; Victoria Hernodn,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Jerry
Herndon; Misty Holcomb,

WERE FIGHTING FCC?
ADUR LIFE

American Heart
Association

EUE1 gmre[l
2

Notice

BUR DOT Ceramics
new hours, Classes
Tuesday and Thursday
10a.m.-2p.m. and 6p.m.10o.m. 474-2708_
MURRAY Holiday Tnn
Renovation Sale! Car
pet, tables, credenzas,
nightstand, lamps. 753
5986.
PUNCH embroidery
supplies! 3 miles northeast of Hazel on old
Murray- Paris Rd, at
the Green Plains
Church. Receive a free
pattern and catalog
with purchase of
needles. Also will take
orders. 492 8360

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
WOULD kAVE WON
EASY..

2

Notice

GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal can $29.99.
Get at Black's Decorat•
ing Center, 101 S 4th
St., Murray,
GOING out of Business
Sale at Save Unlimited
lamp and shade factory
outlet! Brass, glass,

$700
a gal.

436-5496
436-2524

WE clean your rings,
free
We discount
jewelry, every day We
buy old gold We sell for
less, we guarantee it
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street
Mayfield, Ky., PhonE
502-247-6762.

By GARY LARSON

Water Well Doling
Pump Sales and Service
Alan Burgess
(502) 247-6658
Mayfield, Ky.
Water For America

(EgEbANOTRES2-

1•WOTAETICAL QUESTION ,
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TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
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WELL NOW,
WHAT PAY
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WELL THEN, THAT
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ACROSS

•nr,.• Cvnt21..c.,•

15 Three-toed
sloth
16 Babylonian
hero
18 Paper
measure
19 Pedal digit
21 Goddess of
discord
22 Tellurium
symbol
23 Vegetable
26 Measure of
weight
29 Couple
31 Wife of
Geraint
33 Neon symbol
34 Guido's low
note

2

I

is

15

79

A4 1

three
3 Old pronoun
4 Aqualic
mammal
5 Bellows
6 Renting
7 Cutting tool
8 Separate

6

8

41

45 .

10

21
25
2

36

43

4.

2

39

42
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1
33

36 1

47
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26
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44

4

52

4
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team

111

63
46

9

00
0

9 Rain and hail
10 Greek letter
12 Compass
point
14 MacLaine ID
1? Baseball

14

31

40

-fil

t.A

0

0

R E N.D,S

24

35

S

A

21

34

56

A
A

17

30

•
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13

20

,F4
A

A

1 Quarrel
2 Group of
5

W AD I
A
ST

DOWN

4

PA
M

A

60 Brother of
Odin
61 Dwell
63 Passageways
65 Sedate
66 Hebrew letter
67 Irritate

3

71

S-A T I
A

tree
58 Cat cries

11

19

THE PHANTOM

holding office
38 African
antelope
39 You and me
40 Negative
41 Tropical fruit
43 Orient
45 Secret agent
47 Own
50 Asner ID
52 Top of head
53 Seed
container
56 Javanese

6 Fall into
disuse
11 Quickly
13 Glorifies

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Those

I Pigpen
4 Reed ID

HOT AS GOOD
AS SOME PETS,
BUT STILL A
PRETTY
GOOD LIFE

BLONDIE

the

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

trYlif
r tir

"Andrew, go out and get your grandfather
squirrels have got him again

tape $3.50 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs Free
Pick up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759 9246

ME.

e •114
.

MAKE.6
5EN5E.
TO "

1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance will have to
pay the first $540.0
Medicare
before
pays anything. For
free information call:

24 Hour Answering Service

ItooldsolliaMfaewlertpliwtedraiet
Fro* Estionslot
Rellabh Swot.*

WHAT .5 THE. SouP OF THE DAY?

so -

Notice

J J. & Company is
offering a tanning
special! 300 minutes in
our Wolff Tanning
System for only $22.50!

Offering Fire Box Repair
Damper Installation.
Custom Hoods and Birl
Screens
Senior Citizens Discoun,

while supplies last

NANCY

A KID iF £4.E 1OLCO-(00
TRAT GHE_ DID HER.
0.01#EV-ICRK. I5UT POW-10T
TO BRIN6 IT TO 60-IDOL7

2

GRANNY'S Kountry
Krafts will be open on
weekends through Dec.
wooden, ceramic 11th, 1988 It will then
lamps 25% off already close for w;nter.
low prices! Hours Sweatshirts, pillows;
Wednesday
Friday folkart, crocheted dolls,
Ila.M.-3p.m.; Saturday decorated hats and
12p.m 4p.m. Final day brooms, quilts, antique
is November 19th. 753 baby cradle and
2332. Located in Souths grapevine wreaths.
ide Sh000inci Center
Hours. Friday
6p.m.-9p.m ; Saturday
10a.m. 6p.m.; Sunday
12p.m.-6p.rn. 5 miles
south of Murray on Hwy
121. -------TANNING SPECIAL!'
New Concord Family
436-5355
Hair Station. 360
Professional Chimney
minutes 430. Free
European Tanning AcCleaner
celerator. 436 2714.

BURGESS
WATER WELL &
PUMP CO.
.4.0oLD co)ealEvE

ci

SANTA'S
HELPERS

SPECIAL
Anti-freeze

ILLI=021
THE FAR SIDE

Lough.
Murray - Yancey Huie, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Huie; and
Kenneth Bruce Thurmond, son of
Bruce Thurmond and Carol Lane.

Slender finial
Dry
Transfix
Burden
Bird's home
Plays on
words
30 Above and
touching
32 Club
obligation
38 Short sleep
37 Halted
42 Brother of
Jacob
44 Snake
46 Bread
ingredient
48 Strip of
leather
49 Uncanny
51 - Minor
54 Ended
55 Escritoire
58 Chaldean city
57 Footlike part
59 Struthers 113
82 Roman gods
84 XVII x III
20
24
25
27
28
29

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

"Our Ulth 'Year"
6

Help

Wanted

AN OHIO OIL CO.
offers high income, plus
cash bonuses, benefits
to mature person in
Regard
Murray area
less of experience, write
P.L. Read, American
Lubricants Co., Box 426,
Dayton, Ohio 45401
DRY cleaning presser.
Good hours, good
wages Apply in person:
Boone's Laundry, 605
Main,
rNGINEERINg'
Technician 4 years
education andior
technical experience
required. Knowledge of
drafting, cost estimat
ing, MTM, PCs and
plastic injection mold
ing helpful Send re
sume and salary history
to • P 0 Box 1040 R.
Murray
PEDERAL, State and
Civil Service Jobs. Now
hiring Your area $13.
550 to 159,480 immediate
openings
t.isa11
F2558.
1
f 3115)733 61)62 xC
MATURE individual
needed as secretary
transcriptionist for 10
cal physicians office.
Competative pay and
benefits Send resume
and references to
Hughes Medical Of
fices, 300 South 8th St
Suite 204, Murray
NEED a 'lob"; 4 openings
now You may qualify
if
(1)you do not have
mau r(2)high
schoolGE0 dip
or l your
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council- JTPA
Call
J.T.P.A Out Of School
753-9378 between 8 30
12:00 5 days a week
140W hiring To'
Christmas Earn up to
50% of what you sell in
Avon products Call
15
750
30171
5717ON5 available
for Registered Nurses,
full time and part time,
various Shifts PR N
positions available at
For
special salary
more information con
fact Personnel De
partment (502)444 2125
or 1 800 633-1178 tin KY)
or 1 800-5435. Lourdes
Hospital, 1530 Lone Oak
Road. Paducah, KY

ooq1
PoStTiON svaiTable for
legal clerk. Consists 04
handling contacts with
attorneys and clients
Previous office ex
portent. required. Ex
cellent benefits. Bring
resume to: 204 West
Blythe St., Paris
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Sale

32 Apts for Rent
24. Miscellaneous
46 Homes for Sale
49. Used Cars '50. Used Trucks
hair
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
MUR Cal apts. Nor
SECRETARY
Re
FIREWOOD for sale
BEDRoOM home in
dryer
chairs
left.
Price
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR.
ceptionist wanted full1980
CAPRI
Classic, 1987 GMC Jimmy Sierra PA ROSE carpet
time for Medical Office. greatly reduced for Red oak seasoned or Now renting. Equal country. 2 extra sleep
and
ing rooms upstairs, sharp, engine rebuilt, Classic 4)(4, blue and upholstery cleanin
quick sate! Need space! green $25 dumped, $30 Housing Opportu
g.
Duties to include in
nity. large
$2,600.
Days
753 1953; silver two tone, dark blue Quality results
stacked
living
(former
436
room
JJ
Co.
&
5430
and
ly
surance and bookkeep
and
759 498.4.
dining room
Joyce's) 753.2511.
interior, fully loaded, 24, satisfaction. 759 4450
Central nights 753-0870.
ing Typing skills re
Treated
gas heat and air. 12 1981 MAZDA GLC, 2 000 miles, extra sharp.
34 Houses for Rent
SLIDE IN camper,
PLUMBING repairman
quired. Computer exDecks
& Porches
RIDE
miles east of Murray. door, 5 speed great gas 753 0509 or 759 1543.
awaY with a free
with same day service
perience preferred, but self contained, $700. 13
BEDROCYM brick 150,000. Call 753 1203.
mileage After 5p m
gas hand-held blower
1988 MAZDA LX short Call 759 4850.
4x6-25"
rails $200
not required Competi- ton log splitter, $700.
with the purchase of house References, $300 1 BEDROOM Kentucky 753 7323
wheel base, iow miles,
tive benefits and salary. Call 753 7783 after 5p.m
any Toro riding mower. plus deposit. Available Lake home near Pine 1981 OLDS Regency 98 loaded, dark blue, PROFESSIONAL
6x10-25" rails $310
Send resume with re COMMADORE 64 with
Painting Contractor
Keith's Lawn and November 15. Also 2 Crest Resort. Quiet and Brougham, brown with
chrome wheel, raised
ferences to P 0 Box 15.41 disk drive, 2 joy
10x16-25" rails $620
Tractor Center, In- bedroom upstairs private setting, for sale cream top, fully loaded, letter tires. Call after Brighten up your home.
1040-P, Murray.
sticks and ap- dustria
Call now to book your
.
l Road. Call apartment. 753-5711.
or lease. Owner financ- clean inside and out. 5p.m. 492 8298,
Fnces nctuae steps rails 6
proximately 20 games, 759-9831.
.
top notch Quality Pain
1 BEDROOM country ing, low down payment 474 2374.
9. Situation Wanted
atl'Ce We have many
$250. Intend° with laser
ter
who
has
home.
years
$150
per
51
month
Camp
AWMILL lumber
ers
and low monthy 1981 PLYMOUTH 2 door
oesicyls and ideas available
experience in 1 ,2-3 story
CHRISTIAN lady will gun, 5 games, $125
seasoned yellow pine, 8' plus deposit. Call 753
payments. Horizon, candy apple
1976 26' COACHMAN homes and business
do housecleaning
References & photos
es,
Re- 753-7178.
long . 1x4 40 cents each, 4566 after 5:30p.m.
(502)442.5647.
red, automatic, new
bunk
house,
good con- has all tools and
ferences available 492 FOR sale
Sharp 1x6 60 cents each, 1x8 80 1 BEDROOM, 1 bath 1 BEDROOM,
tires,
43,650
actual
bath,
•
1
*CALL
(502)4924488*
dition,
53,800.
437 4827 equipment. No iob too
8899.
copiers and fax cents each. 435.4494.
home. $275 per month house in Kirksey on
464 miles, $1,495. See at after 5p.m.
large or too small
REFERENCE to house machines. Demo units SEASONED firewoo
deposit.
plus
753-3584
W. New carpet and Rufus Gulf, 16th &
d.
1 9 8 3 TOYOTA Phone now 753 5192.
ROCKY COLSON Home
clean. Call during the also available Call 436-2744.
evenings.
wallpaper. Extra nice. Chestnut. 489 2278.
Sunraider motor home, REDING
Repair Roofing, siding,
day. 753-7158.
1 800 248 4319, Benton,
and Carter's
1 BEDROOM house in 409-2685.
SEASONED firewood
1982 JAGUAR XJ6, 4 34,000 miles, 1 owner,
painting, plumbing,
WILL do private duty Ky.
Precut $20 a rick, you town, $350 a month. Cal! 110USE on large lot, door with sunroof, black full galley and bath, complete mobile home concrete
Free es
sitting in hospital. 6 MAYTAG washer/ pick up.
repairs service Call
492 8254 after 753,9563 nights or MTG 1706 W. Olive- 3 be- with tan leather inter
roof air, engine air, 492
timates_ Call 474 2307 or
years experience. 435- dryer combo. Over $800 5p.m.
8806 for estimate.
753 4000 days, ask for drooms, 1 1/2
ior,
all
equipmen
t,
sleeps
33,
four.
753 6973.
Good gas
baths,
4306.
new for $495. 25" Zenith THE
Gold Nugget: Earleene.
milage, priced to sell. FOR Sale 3 storage SEASONED
living room, kitchen, 000 miles 759 4469 or
oak
WILL keep children in color console, $175. Gold Diamond
sheds like houses,
BEDROOM house in den, utility, sun room, 753 6426, 9a m. 5p me 753-0822.
s- Black
my home in Hardin 759 4100.
complete electric in firewood 753 5476.
Hills Gold. Discount nice neighborhood. $175 central heat and air, Monday Friday.
Monday- Friday, 8a.m. RESTAURANT jewerlry every
every way. 2 TVs, color. SEWING machine rep
gas logs, outside stor- 1982 REGAL Somerset 52 Boat's-Motors
day. We per month. 753-7272.
air_ All makes and
2p.m., day or night equipment for sale. buy old gold.
If we don't NICE. 2 1/2 story home age building, paved Limited, fully loaded, 1984 BASS boat, 17' 9" 1 dryer. 3 lots for sale models,
home and in
Saturday and Sunday. 362.8020 or 362-4814.
with complete hook ups
have what you want, we ajoining Candlelight drive, convenient to AM/FM cassette, velour long, fully
equipped, for mobile homes. Rare dustry. Call Kenneth
437 4678.
SACHS Dolmar chain will get it. *Free ring subdivision 5 miles university, excellent interior, sharp. 753-0509 53,500.
436 5598.
Doberman pinchers, Barnhill, 753 26 7 4 ,
WILL mow, btig-up and saws, Model 111 with 3.1 cleaning. We sell for north of Murray. 753 condition. Call after or 759 1543.
23' VENTURE, 99 mo
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
fond and rust color
remove leaves. 759 4644.
5p.m. 753-2869.
cubic inches, 18" bar, less • Guaranteed. 9457.
1982 R X7 Mazda, air, tor, trailer
and more, AKC registered. 2 SHEETROCK finishing,
WILL rake leaves and electronic ignition, ad- Special orders availaAM
FM
stereo,
cruise, $4,950. (901)642 9078.
LARGE brick house, 3
mobile homes. You new or repair. 436 2811.
clean out gutters 753 justable automatic ble. Southside Court 36 For Rent or Lease
$2,495. 1500 Canterbury
bedrooms with full
USED outboard motors have to see to believe! TELEPHONE
9491.
Square, Mayfield, Ky. 34x29 SHOP, furnished
chain oiling, D2M anti
wiring
753-9710,
Dr
length closets, living
for sale, reasonably Call for an appointment jacks installed
247-6762.
vibration, 299.95
for use as a stripping room
phones
with fireplace, 1982 TOYOTA Celica
priced. Need blowed 492 8806
moved: residence and
Keith's Lawn & Tractor WATER heaters, elec
shed. 759-4707.
dining room, den and liftback GT, air, cruise, and not running out10. Business Opportunity
business experienced
Center, Industrial tric, 40 gallon, double MOBILE home lot for eat
in kitchen, 2 baths, AM FM stereo, 5 speed, board motors for parts.
Call Bobby Wade 753
heating elements, 5 rent, east of Murray.
roR Sale or Trade Road. 759-9831.
large basement with $2,895. 1500 Canterbury, Parker's Marine Salv2220,
years, glass lined tank, Call after 5p.m.
"...Proven production oil USED mowers for sale
age, Highway 69 A
fireplace, garage with 753 9710.
Septic Tanks
WET BASEMENT? We
properties in various 2 Gilson 11 HP with S119.99. Wallin Hard
753 9227.
electronic door opener, 1983 PONTIAC 6000 South, Paris, Tn.
states. Serious inquiries grass catchers, 11H P ware, Downtown Paris, RENT to Own a Heavy breaker
make wet basements
Pumped
STE, loaded, low mile
(901)642 6569.
system,
much
r Sewer lines cleaned
Tn.
dry. Work completely
only. 762-2455.
scars, 8HP wheel horse
Duty Washer and storage space, large lot age. 759 4645.
--Grease Traps
guaranteed
Keith's Lawn & Tractor WE service all brands Dryer, $18 per week
Call or
53 Services Offered
1985
CHEVY
Celebrity
with
trees
shrubs
Pumped
and
1 1 . Instruction
write Morgan Con
Center, Industrial of kerosene heaters and
Call Movie World at flowers, Olive Blvd., low miles, like new, A 1
Portable
r
toilet
TREE Service and
struction Co RI 2, Box
carry a full line of parts. 753 4663
Road. Call 759 9831.
rentals
56,500. 436 2332 before stump removal.
Murray, 759 4167.
Your
409A, Paducah, Ky.
Keith's Lawn & Trac
r Office trailer rental
.•,!.,..._
_
2
.30p.m
.,
436
2
4
8
9
professi
MUST
onal tree sersell! 1 bedroom
16. Home Furnishings
42001 or call 1 4427026.
for, Industrial Road, 37. Livestock -Supplies
• sales
•Miris.
AV
vice All types, remohouse and lot 3/4 mile anytime
dp -••• .:•N:
759-9831.
WILL do pdernbing --trt
5
SIMM
PIECE
1985
FORD
ENTA
living
Tempo,
L
and
room
4
val,
topping,
from
Kentucky Lake.
feeding.
•
stallation 8, repairs Ali
furniture, brown 'WOOD for sale oak and Simbrah bulls, Per- Full basement could
door, excellent condi
Free estimates. 50'
be
.• Nalla•
L
hickory
Mobile John &
, $25 a rick. formance & semen
guaranteed
leather vinyl sofa and
Free es
tion, $3,000 lirm price. bucket truck and chipconverted into 2 be
Train to be a
timates. .Phone 492 8899
chair, 3 pecan tables_ 759-9313 after 5p.m.
tested. Excellent qual- drooms. Make an offer. See at 802 North 20th or per. Call 753-0906.
Septic Service
•TRAVEL AGENT
or 753 1308
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, Financing available. call 753 7964.
753 4801.
ALLEN'S Tree and
527 9945
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
p
Wlul mLbLingd o par on to nf gi g8.
•TOUR GUIDE
Ky. 522-7630.
DUNCAN Phyfe dining
Call Dale Clark 753 1412 1986 BUICK LaSabre Landscaping Service.
1 800 592 3308
1977 TITAN 3 bedroom,
table, 753 5711.
Limited, 2 door, loaded, Free estimates. Haul
• AIRLINE
9a.m. 5p.m
38
Pets-Supplies
yard work
Cat:
MOVING Sale! 3 piece 2 bath, double wide,
ing mulch, manure,
RESERVATIONIST
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 1 owner, excellent con
dition, interstate high gravel, dirt. 753-8619 or YARD landscaping. 753 4370.
contemporary living 24x65, good condition, AKC Boxer pups, 7 brick home with large
2
Stan Locally, Full time/part
room suite (couch and 2 $17,000. 436-2332 before weeks old, $150.. car garage. Energy milage, $6,700, 753.5421.
753-6951 after 5p.m. Leveling driveways and WILL go yard work
time. Train on live airline
bushhogging 436 5430 Reasonably priced Call
chairs), good condition, 2:30p.m.; 436 2489 247 7978
efficient central gas 1986 REGAL Summerset 753 2332 24 Hour or 753
computers. Home Study
0659
Bob at 753 8391
gold and floral boasters, anytime.
AKC puppies Scottish heat and air. Located in Limited, charcoal grey, answering service.
and Resident Training.
1982 MOBILE home, Terriers, White High- Martin
$150. 759-9731.
Heights sub- light grey velour, multi' APPLIANCE ,SER
Nat'l. headquaters.
14x70, very nice, central land Terriers, Australia division.
SUPER single water
VICE. Kenmore,
Call 759 1503 port V 6, loaded, moon
Pompano Bch.. FL.
CUSTOM LIMY
roof, 36,000 actual miles. Westinghouse,
Terriers and Cocker for an appointment
bed with drawers. 759- heat and air, dis
•FINANCIAL AID
hwasher
Like
and
new,
reduced
other fur
1529
Spaniels. 489 2246.
to $7, Whirlpool. 28 years
SPREADING
AVAILABLE
nishings, utility pole WESTI
300. 753 0509 or 759 1543,
experience Parts and
ES Champion
Agricultural
19.
include
Farm
d
Call
PLACE
Equipme
•JOB
after line AKC, satisfaction
1987 PLYMOUTH Re
MENT
nt
service. Bobby Hopper,
Lawn & Garden
47
5p.m.
354-6705.
Motorc
ycles
liant, 4 door, charcoal 753 4872 or 436•5848.
ASSISTANCE
guarantee $300 $600.
SUNK feeder for cattle,
VERY Nice 1985 14x70, 1 759 4556
MORRIS LUTHER
BORDERS Cycle and gray, PS. PB, A/C, BRICK block & concrete
lar, feeds from
1•800.327-7728 rectangu
bedroom
Tree Removal
, all electric,
ATV Center. Used AM FM, 63,300 miles, driveways, sidewalks,
2 sides, holds 250
759-99135
FR., kitchen, central 40
AC T TRAVEL. SCHOOL.
Produce
ATVs, parts, service, 54,300, 759 1911, After patios, house-foundations,
pimp Removal
bushels, $250. 435 4301
air.
Lot
5p.m.
of extras! Must
753 7810
chimney's' -New and rep'
(Accredited Member NHSC1
WINESAPS, York ap accessories and tires.
Aerial bucket truck
see! Must sell! Call
20. Sports Equipment
55 Feed and Seed
ples, turnips, cider. 200 North Main, Benton, FOR Sale or Trade Two air. 27 years experience
Topping & Pruning
anytime 753-7291.
Free
1987
Ford
estimate
Tauruses
s
---Large
Ky.
or
,
502
1
527
1680.
REMINGTON Wing
489 2467 for informa-)TRAW and nay for
Insured *,
tion. Tucker Orchards, FOR Sale or Take Over white, 1 light blue, small jobs. Charles Bar
Master model 870, 12
zale Square bales 492
nett 753-5476.
$6,995.
Call
759.921
3
Payment
s
1985 Honda
Murray Landfill Rd.
gauge magnum, pum
8659
FREE Estimates
IRSTRUC TION
days.
CONTRACTOR
CRX 762 6296 or 474
Por
ped ribbed goose barrel.
/VHEAT straw for sale
GOVE
table
%. LEARN TO DRIVE
RNME
storage
43
2780
Nf
buildings
753-5
Real
,
Estate
484
shoulder pad, new
S1 25 per bale 753 8848
SEIZED vehicles from
pole barns, general
TRACTOR -TRAILER never fired, $325. 753
"fore 9p m
1 BAY clean up shop 16
S100 Fords. Mercedes. home improvement.
•lib supowlenc•
8130
miles north on 121 on 1
melee
Corvettes Chevys. Quality work for less.
acre with all hook ups 49
Used Cars
1001 Carumalmo.
,
Surplus. Buyers Guide. Free estimates. 8'x12'
Musical
*Wall
22
interior Exter,or
c. we nen.
for a trailer. 753-0318.
for $585. 489 2663
1964
FORD
Falcon, all (1) 805 687 6000 Ext
Door windows
CAMBRIDGE spinet
BUILDING- 5 apart original,
•IIR•conem Clop
753
*
no rust, 5 8155
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting,
•Ansnowl
piano, excellent condi
ments with 25x40 store souther
5940 *
leveling floors repaiiel
n car. $1,600.
Ainestft
tion, $500. 753 1901
DUNAWAY'S PaintIng
front plus land for 753-0115.
50.Used Trucks
•
Roofs Kea Sealed
Custom Kitchen
ALLIANCE
interior, exterior, re
approximately 50 apar
TRAC TOR TRAILER
Best Prices. quality
$350, 1976 GMC 3/4 ton 4x4, sidential, commercial
24. Miscellaneous
Cabinets
tment units. 1303
TRAINING CENTERS
400 C I engine 436 5365
RV A Camper Royal,
LESANONTN
753 6951, if no answer,
Chestnut St., adjoining good running condition.
55 GALLON barrels for
753 0471.
"Factory Experience
1978 CHEVY pick upi
OM 1011 FAIN
All Types Of
753 2332_ Ask for Mike
MSU.
615.262
0000.
sale Keith's Lawn &
Building a stymieing
•
1977 PLYMOUTH, 1 power steering, power
1E00-334-1203
BUILDING and lot, 504
Tractor, Industrial
FENCE
Woodworking
sales
at
Sears
•
Custo
m
•
Mobile Homes
owner, good condition, brakes, air, tilt steering
Maple.
now Call Sears 753 23f20
Road, 759 9831.
100'x50' brick
it
•PHONE(502)492-8488•
wheel and topper Good
5700 (502)345 2636.
buildin
*
for free estimate for
g near down
•
EASY Go gas golf carts.
shape. 759 9335
lk
town, has showroom, 1979 FORD Fairmont 4
•
your needs
Call after 5p m
Cabin
Kitche
Bath
ets
&
n
1978
DATSUN
door,
power
air,
and
pick
up
28.
•
Mobile
Homes
for
•
excelle
Rent
nt for offices.
436•2116
FOR most any type
showroom
our
•Drop
automa
by
see
&
camper
with
tic,
4.
AM
top
FM
753
Al
drivewa
FIREWOOD for sale
white
y
BEDROOM mobile $30,000. If interested stereo, good tires, ex
rock
0180 or 753 2798
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - .15•11Ind Bunny Bread.
write: IKT, P.O. Box
also,
any
type
437 4667.
home for rent. Call after
gravel
760, Metropolis, IL cellent condition, $950. 1982 JEEP Eagle, 4
****************w*****
TRAIN
dirt and sand call Roger
5p.m. 753 9227
FIREWOOD for Sale
Call 489 2278 anytime.
wheel drive
1977
TO BE A
62960.
Hudson
753
,
4545
Tree
or
MOBILE
remova
l
home: 2 be
Free
PROFESSiONAi
FREE LOT Visit our 1979 FORD Fiesta, 3 Cadillac, 4 door Both 1
753 6763
drooms, partly fur
estimate. 436-2758.
*SECRETARY
subdivision, then regi door, 4 speed, 40 MPG, owners, extra good
fished,
GENERAL repair
GO
nice
cprts, go carts, go
quiet park
•SEC.MICEPT1ONIST
cassette
436
stereo,
2427
,
new
Carpentry, plumbing,
carts! 5 HP single and Call after 5p.m. 753 4632 ster for free lake view exhaust and tires, de- 1984 S
*EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
15 Jimmy 4x4,
lot. Located near Ky.
double seats Keith's or (205) 245-6291.
Sun *cal,/ Cullime/port New
roofing, yard and tree
pendable
753-9489
.
5825.
V-6,
aluminu
m
wheels,
Lew, word processing ana
Lawn & Tractor Center, NICE big mobile home and Barkley lakes. $4, 1979 T BIRD,
work, wood $25 a rick
$1,200 loaded 753 4893 after
ieiane kecreanil
Nome
Industrial Road. Call for rent central heat 000.03 & Up. Call Lake after 5p m 753
Call 436 2642
50
m
Sludv tied gnarl Timing
7323.
759 98.31
and air, TV tower, Realty (502)362-4219.
GUTTERING by Sears
www.wvi Pc.nRne
kEN UCKY Lake lot,
LARGE, large, large couples only
•IINANCiAL AID AVAILAKE
Hazel
Sears continuous gut
on Hwy 732
12x60
mobile
home,
*JOS PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
selection of storage 492 8348
ters installed for your
Saturday November 12
buildings in stock for TRAILER for rent Dill septic, well, lot goes to
specifications Call
survey line. $16,500
immediate delivery
Electric
Sears 753 23f20 for free
MaStercraft
442 1770 or 442-3632.
Free Hot Dogs'
Acree Portable
estimate
)(OPP
ERUD
Realty
29
Heating
and Cooling
Buildings, Mayfield
HAMIL
Hours:
TON
Culture
Monday - Saturday
d
offers a complete range
Ky 502 247 7831
marble and tile 643 Old
ASHLEY stove, burns of Real Estate
8 am - 7 pm
services
ORDER Now! Christ
Benton Rd 753 9400
16" wood, $193 474 1379 with a wide selection
Cornmercial &
of
mas trees, wholesale
Sunday 9 am - 6 pm
after 4p m
DUNCAN'S landscap
quality
homes,
all
Residen
tial
(502)247 7831
w'Ve also carry food and gas'
mg and lawn service
prices
753
1222,
toll
free
30 Business Rentals
Your Design
provided for the Murray
1 800 251 HOME Ext.
area
For free es•
APPROXIMATELY 2
711 L for courteous,
or Ours
timates phone 753-3266.
000 square feet availa
competent Real Estate
Dan Taylor Chevrolet,
Estimat
Free
es
ble November 1 800 service. We make buy
LICENSED Electri
South 4th St
• clan, Doug Jones Elec
ing & selling Real
Oldsmobile, Cadillac, Inc.
tric Residential wiring
Estate easy for you.
'Anniversaries 'Birthdays
of Paris. Tn. Hwy. 79 W
32 Apts for Rent
and electrical and elec
LOT for safe single
•It's a Girl *It's a Boy *Weddings
502-354-8803
announ
ces the association of
tric
motor
repairs.
No
family
dwellin
BEDRO
g,
re
OM apart
'Grand Openings *Retirement 'Reunion
rewinding
Cali
merit, low utilities, no stricted, joins
'Any Other Occasion
759 4751
Gatesborough, water,
pets 753 3949
sewer and gas 753-5541.
LICENSED electrician,
1 BEDROOM furnished
Many character signs to choose from with
residential and corn
apartments $180 per
personalized plaque* that are your* to keep
44 Lots for Sale
mercial Air condition
month, water paid, no
Give him a call
aa a reminder of that *pedal day. Signs are
ing. Sales and service
pets
EAUTIFIJL building
Available
easy to set up outdoor* or in.
Gas installation and
lot on corner in Meadow
November 1. Call 753
at 753-6227 or
repair for natural and
Green Acres, 1 1/1
5980
in Paris at
LP
Fred's
Repair
753
GARAGE apartment miles south of Murray_
7103
1-800-325-3229
142'x153', city water,
1/2 block from cam
cablevision and
L&L Roofing & General
Pus 1 bedroom, ap
Repair
blacktop road $5,500 00
Also gutter
pliances furnished, no
Purchase 40 sq. yds. of
repair and painting
Day 753 7668 or night
pets, available
selected
Galaxy
carpet
and
Free estimates f20°0
November 10, $170/ 753 2394.
receive a $99 value area rug,
discount for Senior
month. 753-5980
•
Charter Hospital of Paducah has immediate openCA/Pf
S
citizens 474 8057
free. Come in for details.
BEDROOM apart
Choice Corner
ings for the following dynamic individuals
MAX W Parker.
merit in Northwood,
Lot For Sole
Attorney at Law For
DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL SERVICES
If you need any form of life in- $245 a month 759 4406
mer County Attorney.
2 BEDROOM furnished
Masters in social work and ACSW Certification
Zoned
Commer
cial,
surance, IRA. major medical, medicare
former District Judge
Southside Shopping Confer
apartment available
753-3321
required 3 years clinical experience preferred
near university.
Office, f204 N 4th St.,
November 1 5250 per
supplement or nursing home inMurray, 753 3153.
month. No pets, gas
THERAPISTSI CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS
753-51170
Home, 753-7900
surance just give us a call.
heat, air Call 753 5980.
needed for outpatient counseling centers in
MITCHELL Paving
BEDROOM duplex,
We will check with several comPaducah. Murray and Cape Girardeau Duties inNICE mobile home lots
Driveways, parking
extra nice with ap
for
sale
in
Scenic
Acres
clude individual and group therapy. testing and
lots, seal coating and
panies to give you the best possible
pliances. Couples Only,
near East Elementary
striping
evaluation P H D preferred with child anti adolesAlso.
no pets, $350 753 4389 or
RESPIRATORY THERAPISTS
School City water,
rate and benefits and deliver the inforlimestone, gravel, top
753 5960
cent background
Full time and part time positions available,
cablevision and
soil and grading. Phone
mation to you at your home. If you
DUPLEX 7 bedroom, blacktop road
2nd and rd shift.. 10 hours/4 day shifts of53,850 00
753 1537
Charter Hospital of Paducah is a member of the
brick, 1 1/2 baths, Day 753 766$ or night
decide to buy a policy from us, we also
fered with shift differential Duties include
MOBILE HOME
Charter Medical Corporation Family .13f..oustrty
deluxe appliances, ex
753.2394
all aspects of Respicatory Care, venilator
Specialist
repair,
tra nice, $400 753 5344
give you free claim service.
health care !admit's
SITADN' lot in Sherwood
management, PVT, ABG and intubations
leveling, underpinning,
SHED
part•
Forest. All Services
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed. FURNI
set ups, tear downs,
We offer competitive salaries and excellent
Salary comparable to area.
ments 1 or 2 bedrooms. 759-9268
roofs, floors, plumbing,
Also sleeping rooms. No
benefits including Employee Stocks Ownership
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
Excellent fringe benefits.
wiring, washing,
45 Farms for Sale
children, no pets
Plan
Must be certified or eligible for
you need service, all you have to do is
hurricane straps. 759
Zimmerman Apart
23
certific
, smell lake,
ation
4850
ments, South 16th. 753
Send resume or call
call.
timber, Kirksey area
Contact
MOBILE tome specia6609
753 8248 or 753 2279
list
for
all
your
mobile
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF PADUCAH
Jennie Stuart Medical Venter
TAKING applications 70 SURVrYgfrwoo
derl
homç repairs 759 4850
Attention Personnel
for Section 8. Rent acres near Kentuck
UR
15th
Street
W.
y
PAINT and body work
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3 Lake, good road front
P.O Box 7809
HopkInsvIlle. KY 42'1,40
for as low as 5.300 Glass
Apply Hilldale age, very reasona
BR
Paducah, KY 42002-7809
1502) 581-164111
ble
replaced, rust repaired,
Apts , Hardin, Ky
price, $14,000 Phone
(502) 444-0444
P.ginal Opportunity Employer
15 years experience
E qual Housing Kopperud Realty 7530 IF
Call after 5p m
Opportun
ity
1M
•
75) 4530

PROFtSSIONAL

*Four Star*

Lane's

Sureway
Tree
Service

675-

77F.
plus
nefits
in
ard
rite
ri can
426,

PAGE 11

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

1976 AMCPacer,

Ihir

General Store
announces its

GRAND OPENING

Custom
Cabinet and Remodeling

Rent a Sign
for All Occasions

PAUL
DAILEY

Call Judy at 753-0062

FREE 'N 4 VALUE
AREA RUG.

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

TERRY'S DECORATING

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
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OBITUARIES
Miss Euple
Thomas

Hugh L. Wells
Mrs. Ida Lee Norsworthy Wells

Miss Euple Thomas, 84, of 216
South 16th St., Mayfield, died today at 8:40 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
A retired employee of Merit
Clothing Co., Mayfield, she was a
member of First Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
Born Sept. 25, 1904, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Thomas Allen Thomas
A retired employee of Chrysler
and Emma Elizabeth Lancaster
Auto Co., Mr. Wells was born Dec.
Thomas. She also was preceded in
22, 1911, in Graves County to the
death by four brothers, Prentice,
late Victor C. Wells and Willie A.
Starkie K., Otis Clifton and
recently donated
Tarry Wells.
Garland Thomas, and one niece,
Members of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity Dennis Williams, Rufus Harris and John DeBoe
after hosting a
donation
the
made
fraternity
Mrs. June Hill.
large quantities of food to the Calloway County Needline. The
He also was preceded in death
Euple Ward,
director
Needline
admittance.
for
items
food
charged
they
which
campus "gong show," for
Survivors are two sisters, Mrs.
by three brothers, Byron Wells,
months.
winter
the
in
right, said the program always needs more donations
Jeddie (Lula B) Cathey and Mrs.
Orin V. Wells and Trent Tarry
Earl (Evie ) Parker, Murray; four
Wells.
nieces, Mrs. Rudell (Isabel)
Mrs. Wells is the daughter of the
Parks, Murray, Mrs. Ralph
late Zollie Norsworthy and Amy
(Reba) Maxey, Memphis, Tenn.,
Mrs. Charles (Sue) Broach,
Calvert City, and Mrs. William
The Commission for Health shall Country Hospital, Benton, in Marshall, Graves, Livingston,
(Sylvia) Sanders, Elizabethtown;
Control in Kentucky would establish a mobile Lyon and Calloway counties. The
Bridgett,
Economics
Thomas
grandchildren,
Billy
nephew,
one
four
James Yr'. Wear, 71, Michigan
has scheduled a public hearing on diagnostic service for employers project involved a 1150,000 capital
Center, Mich., died Monday at Erin, Jim and Kaloni Marie Parker, Florence, S.C.
expenditure.
Home
Marshall County health care
Funeral
a
Blalock-Coleman
Meade.
Foot Hospital, Jackson, Mich. He
The hearing is scheduled to
facility's proposal.
Services will be Wednesday at 6 of Murray will be in charge of
had retired from the newspaper,
begin
at 9:30 a.m. Nov. 10 in the
Marproposal,
the
to
According
Nicholsof
burial
arrangements.
and
funeral
p.m. in the chapel
Jackson Citizen Patriot, Jackson.
first floor auditorium, DepartMichigan
Home,
Funeral
Arthur
Ballard
Born Jan. 2, 1917, in
ment for Health Services building,
Center.
County, he was the son of the late
275 E. Main St., Frankfort.
WOLFF
BOBBY
James B. Wear and Ada Fleming
The body will then be transferThe hearing will be conducted
Wear.
red to J.H. Churchill Funeral
by the three members of the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Home, Murray, where rites will be
commission.
11-8-A
NORTH
Jean Darnell Wear, to whom he Friday at 1 p.m. with John Hicks "There is no fate that cannot be surLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
A
4
mounted by scorn."
was married on Dec. 24, 1941; one
federal grand jury returned a
officiating.
•J 10
— Albert Camus.
daughter, Mrs. Pamela Meade
four-count indictment Monday
2
6
9
J
K
•
Burial will follow in Murray City
and husband, Jeff, Monroe, Mich.;
against a man accused of writing
4K 8 7 5 4
one sister, Mrs. Mildred Brown, Cemetery.
two letters threatening Vice PresiEAST
WEST
When the cards are stacked
Friends may call after 6 p.m.
Santa Monica, Calif.; half brother.
Would you like to
dent George Bush.
•K J 8 4
•Q 10 7 5 2
Henry Wear, Marion, Ill.; sister. Thursday at the funeral home against you and the opponents get •4 2
Assistant U.S. Attorney Scott
3
6
change your 20%
•
off to the best opening lead, it's easy
here.
in-law, Mrs. John Hicks, Hardin;
Cox said David Allen Russell, 21,
5
10
Q
A
•
•
4
7
8
Supplement
Medicare
It's
fate.
on
to blame the bad result
of Owensboro was charged with
•J 3 2
10 9
one
that
for
even easier to overlook a better way 4 A
two counts of threatening the vice
SOUTH
to play the game.
pay
100%?
would
president and two of attempting to
49 6 3
After West's accurate trump
extort
Bush
out
the
to
of
drop
No medical exam
'I1P A K Q 9 8 7 5
Services for John W. Richerson there.
lead, South knew it would be useless
presidential race.
•3
He is survived by one daughter, to try to ruff a spade in dummy. He
required!
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Russell, who is being held
4Q 6
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. Mrs. Martha Knoblich, Portage; had no quick way back to his hand,
pays for
Even
without bond, will be arraigned
The Rev. Buren Richerson is of- two sons, Max Richerson, Por- and the opponents were sure to lead Vulnerable: Both
calls
office
doctor's
Nov. 22 in Owensboro.
ficiating and Mrs. Oneida White is tage, and James Richerson, Spr- a second trump.
Dealer: South
first
the
said
on
conviction
Cox
ingfield, Va.; three sisters, Mrs.
Call
pianist and soloist.
South therefore overtook dum- The bidding:
count could carry a maximum
Pallbearers are John Johnson, Martha Lee Underwood, Puryear, my's trump 10 and led a low dia- South West
North East
five-year prison term and a
Tony Montgomery
Leroy Shipley, Bob Shipley, Tenn., Mrs. Frances McKenzie, mond to dummy's jack, losing to 1
Pass
•
2
Pass
1250,000 fine while conviction on
Dwain Richerson, Glen Richerson St. Paul, Minn., and Mrs. Estelle East's queen. Back came a trump, 2,
Insurance
Pass
3
Pass
the second count could be
and Dale Knoblich. Burial will Parkhurst, Detroit, Mich.; two as predicted, and South had to lose 4,
Pass
Pass
Pass
punishable by a maximum 20-year
753-7419
follow in South Pleasant Grove brothers, L.A. Richerson and two spades and a trick in each
a
and
fine.
$250.000
term
seven
Murray;
Gerald Richerson,
Cemetery.
Opening lead Heart deuce
minor.
Mr. Richerson, 78, Portage, grandchildren; two greatWithout a trump lead or with luck
BID WITH THE ACES
Ind., died Friday at a hospital grandchildren.
in the diamonds, South would have
11 B-B
had no problems. How does he surSouth holds
vive today's challenge?
One South, who didn't believe in
•K J 8 4
won the first trump in dummy
fate,
Memorial
was in Murray
•63
Final rites for Hugh Cooper
and
queen
his
to
club
a
led
and
Gardens.
•A Q 105
were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
Mr. Cooper. 71, died Friday at West's ace. What was West to do'
4J 3 2
of Miller Funeral home of Hazel.
a
stop
to
trump
a
If West returned
Hazel.
in
home
his
The
officiated.
Edwards
Kenneth
9 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday-Friday
He is survived by one daughter, ruff, South would cash dummy's North South
song service was by singers from
establish
to
club
a
ruff
and
king
club
uncles
14
1•
Gale Cooper, Mayfield;
9 a.m.•7 p.m. Saturday: 1-5 p.m. Sunday
Hazel Church of Christ.
2
and aunts, Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Hum- the suit.(If clubs fail to split evenly, 24
diamond 2
753-2380
Olympic Plaza, Hwy. 641 N.
phrey, Hazel. Mr. and Mrs. Jeff there's still time to try a
Pallbearers were David Prowould provide
ace
spade
The
play.)
David
Mrs.
and
Ledbetter,
Steve
Styers,
vine, Charles Humphrey,
South ANSWER:Two no-trump. Complete
Humphrey, W'ildy Cooper, James Harmon and Mrs. Myrtle Cooper, an entry to the clubs and
overtrick.
an
score
would
the description — a balanced hand
cousins.
Murray; several
Harmon and Roy Harmon. Burial
If West returned a spade to knock with invitational strength.
cr(Y-10/
out dummy's entry. South would enquestions to The Aces. PO Box
bndge
Send
joy a spade ruff instead, getting 12313 Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
back to his hand by ruffing a third stamped envelope for reply
Funeral and burial services for graduating class of Murray High club.
Co9yrk04. 0411 Umted Fealwre Systhcate
late
the
were
School. Her parents
Mrs. Euple Anderson Olcott were
Charlie Anderson and Alma
conducted in Akron, Ohio.
Mrs. Olcott died Oct. 30 at her Guthrie Anderson of Rt. 1,
Murray.
home in Florida. She was the
Survivors include one,daughter,
widow of Lawrence Olcott. One
Miss Gretchen Olcott, Florida,
brother, Bobby Anderson, also
and one brother, Cary Anderson.
preceded her in death.
Orlando, Fla.
1925
the
of
member
a
was
She

Funeral arrangements for Hugh
L. Wells and his wife, Mrs. Ida Lee
Norsworthy Wells, Royal Oak,
Mich., are incomplete at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home, Murray.
Mr. Wells, 76, died Saturday at
the Wells' home in Royal Oak.
Mrs. Wells died today at 4:30 a.m.
at Beamont Hospital, Royal Oak.

Potts Norsworthy of Calloway
County.
She also was preceded in death
by two sisters, Mrs. Beatrice Sue
Poole and Miss Freeda Norsworthy, and one brother, Woodrow
Norsworthy.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells are survived
by two sons, Hugh L. Wells, Jr.,
Royal Oak, and Ralph Wells, Los
Angeles, and five grandchildren.
Mr. Wells is also survived by
one sister, Mrs. Marjorie Wells
Barnett, Murray; three brothers,
Voris Wells and Auburn Wells,
Murray, and William C. Wells,
Huntington Park, Calif.
Mrs. Wells is also survived by a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Woodrow (Pernie Jo) Norsworthy, Rt. 1,
Kirksey.

Local hospital hearing set

James W. Wear

Arraignment set
after indictment
for Bush threats

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'

Senior Citizens!

John W. Richerson

Open When Our
Customers Need Us!
ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Hugh Cooper

L,
eCome
o2cti-) for tile c7ColiOays$

Mrs. Euple Anderson Olcott

ko

cas

Byrd Crystal

1 50/0

Stock Market
Prices as of
+7.85
Industrial Average
2124.64
Previous Close
2
/
..41% +1
Air Products
282/4B VA
A.T.C.-.s A
28% + 1/a
AT&T
Brigs & Stratton
28% unc
210/8 4%
Chrysler
CSX Corp
30% + 3/1
20/4 +%
Dear+ Foods
2B 10%A
1
Dollar Gen. Store 10/
44%
Exxon
51
Ford
48%
GAF Corp
83
General Motors
20%
GenCorp, Inc.
54
Goodrich

10 a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie°
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenne
Penwalt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
I..S.Tobaceo
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield

2
/
. .116% +1
311% +
4A
1
141%B 10/
. n1/4 + 1.
/1
2
/
+1
53% +%
5,8%
33%
42%
44%
.107%
37
SI

.%
+%
•%
4%
+%
4%
+%
7.51

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

Inc.
Dwain Tay or C evro et,Good
OM QUALITY G811
111/VKAI PARIS
ceomme4.
woo.
Wm,Ttw Grart(3110,4,i 411G•nkom G

611 South
Murray
733-2617

Neighbor
Chevy
Stara

Black-Eyed

P

eas

20 Lb

boxs18"

eas

20 Lb

tt)

Box

Ends & Pieces

Pond Fed

$379
Lb

1000,, '4 Pounder

Ground Beef Patties..

$1946

b

$189
Lb

O

GIBSON HAM CO.
•

t;"; Framed
r? Prints Selected

200/0

Off r?

Unfinished
Furniture

$139

Field

Wieners

1500

1 4 Lb

Partin's Country

Sausage

Your Choice

9
L b8

— Wholesale & Retail Meat
************
1986 Olds Calais, 2 dr,, red oferl""""`-60"
met AM-FM-Cass tilt cruise -I'
auto air
'8 900

Prints
$

Country Bacon
Fillet Catfish

tri

tNeal & Ken Holland

Purple Hull

P

Off

We Accept
7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone 753-1601
7 a.m--12 p.m. Set.
Food Stamps
107 N. 3rd St.
Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray

t:V_9
Q̀j
tt,'J
Q

Selected Items

LI*

g
%
20
off

Bel-Air Decor:
- Bel-Air Center

753-3642

1-nr
0
110.pf
0
1-inprOlinf-1
0
• Ter

VI-Le/A.411115
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HOME IMPROVEMENT 1988

• Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wel-Mart Sells for Liss • Wai-Mart Sells for
Less • wat Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Marl Sills for

Loss • Wal-Mart

Solis for Less • INal-Marl Sells for LesS

•

EL:L
IWCAlit
Self-Adhesive Plastic
*Wide variety of colors
•3 yd roll
Reg. 2.37

Electric Power Blower
.75 AMP motor •110 MPH maximum air
velocity *Blow leaves off drive and walk
•Weighs only 5 lbs.
'No 2510

•

•

Ruffles Lawn Bags
•Heavy Duty
*20 bags
•6 bushel capacity
Reg. 3.48 —
Sale

Storage Tote
'Thousands of uses
'Durable
*Can't absort moisture
'Easy to carry-built-in
handles
Reg. 9.96

Wal-Mart Interior
House Paint
•2 gallons
•White or antique white
'Semi-Gloss
Reg. 12.44

Decorator
Footlocker Cube
'Many different decIgn
Reg 15 97

Larg4
knell(
won't
tile:
Olean

Sulight Dishwashing Liquid
•32 ounce
Reg. 1.34

•

Unsonc

IMPKIMIETTEMMIN=F
MEIZFEERalimkAis453L.1

3

Klein Guard
Furniture Polish
•14 ounces
'Furniture polish with
lemon oil
Reg. 1.58
Sale

96 oz Snuggle
Fabric Softener
'Reduces fabric
tatic cling
Reg. 2.47
Sale

,-41111111

WD-40
Lubrication Spray
•1 2 oz can
Reg. 1.84
Sale

Unisonic Answering Machine
•Flashing call counter
•Variable outgoing message
length
Reg. 44.87

Sale

1 27

3887

11/111.410111TS ACIVINUSE SIF11104.41110010 POUCY —0 our nlen
Son to hove every advertn.,0 nem 0 slot* Hryworec S dire to any
unlorsetten reason an avl...,rned rtsonS not syt00 he paschal*
l 1•11 msta••Ron I “tn • on n00001 1r Ohs evnitchinclostSt
000
as of/Ny.1050d
Itys 000 or./• Whsturvis 001•510al we sal y011•
le00 4••• 0. 4 oMPIlablp ,educlion
pnc• W• res•vnt
,
Ia nafff
In SI* oluantmen I vnylabon, n.c1 o New Met. n

• leve Marl 301110

fur 1..5s, • we! Mai Sells lv

Vinyl Mini-Blinds
'One inch vinyl slate
with wand tilt control
•Heavy duty head rail
•Eastly installed inside
or outside window
frame
'Assorted colors
SUPER LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

Ir.% •

a, , ,

• s,

OSS • Wit Mel

S.O.S. Soap Pads
•18 Count
'Steel wool
*Cuts grease quicker
Rig.

Sal.

887

WAL-MART
Sells

L es,
'
•

V‘

•

1.38

1 00
Sale Good Through
Sunday, Nov. 13
Hwy. 841 North - Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-8
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6

• 0.3 40,•,1 Sills tor Less • 1111411•Marl Sells for loss

5

31
.
•
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.11
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0
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.11 f.r

•

l•

•

art

011 S 'Or

Loss •wat-Mart Sells for Less •Wal-Mart Sells for Less •Wal-Mart

ells or Less •Wal-Mart w

,

Company's Coming!

t QUAL NOUSiNG

LENDER

Is Your House Ready?

Home Improvement Loans For Winter Needs
Large size ceramic floor tile helps this small condominium
kitchen look and feel larger. Knives won't scratch and hot pots
won't burn this ceramic tile work surface on the cooktop. Floor
tile: 8" X 8" Terra Paver in Pepper Granite from American
Olean. Countertop: 2" X 2" Ceramic Classics Papyrus.
•

KNOWS WM'S
IMPORTANT IN
BATH
DESI

TT' Bank of
Murray

IVA

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

"One of the safest banks in the nation"

•COMPLETE PLANS
•DECORATOR SERVICE
•INSTALLATION
• VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
Your Bathroom .Design Specialists
Custom Creations by(tualker Maki
Bath Concept cabinets from Quaker Maid are custom designed to
fit your bathroom's size and shape. Dazzling styles create the look
you like in striking laminates and hand-crafted woods. What's
more, Bath Concept cabinets are meticulously designed to fulfill
your everyday needs for versatile and convenient storage. Bath
Concept by Quaker Maid—the bath is yours
the concept is
beautiful.

WARINELKINS
Downtown on the Square

Murray

753-1713
Hours: 8-5 Mon-Fri: Sat 9-4
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Americans'love of tile
shows in floor choices
Amencans are in love with ceramic tile.
and they are using it in exciting ness
ways Tile, proved itself to be beautitul
and practical for kitchen counters and
Boom, after years of acceptance as the
best investment for shower stalls, bath moms and powder rooms. But it doesn't
stop there. More and more horneo%ners
are asking for ceramic tile floors in living

Tiles for smiles

TiI
(Cont

dent. bi
the yid'
ranuc t
style.

rooms, dining areas, family rooms, foyers and luxury spas.
Homeowners have learned that tile is
pnced competitively to other tloonng
matenals. and they like the long term
benefits It's elegant, it's quality and it's
simple to take care of. It won't scratch,

in 13ne
floocr
glazed
ingly p.
for
new
ors wtl
ch
varo
neina
ty i

(('ont'd on page 5)

availabl
of your
Popu
charcoa
in betw4
tel cobo
greens
living is
of the c

Release the radiant .color
hidden in your home...

P.A. ROSE

Favor

lar and I
The wr,
and slug
populan
Area
floor pn
ness ne
rugs ma
cleaning
Dress
ceramic
ply woric
if it's in.
staIlahtii:
Olean CI
While

Carpet and Furniture Cleaning
Steam Extraction - Dry Cleaning
Special Attention — Determined to Satisfy
Philip A. Rose
Murray, KY

HOM1

Telephone
759-4450

sure that
for floor
walls ord
and thick
either mi
CCIZITI
easy to t
Wend la
to and c
.f
tly.
0
trans

Clean, simple cabinetry with light wood trim complemented by a no-fuss floor in almond with randomly
placed rose accents creates a fresh contemporary-looking kitchen.

November Special
s2495 Ea. Installed
* Guaranteed
•4

All Blinds and Verticals
50% off

Termite & Pest Control

753-6433
Hwy 121 N
111

Murray, Ky.
1

Attractive Colors-Adds beauty to home
FOUNSAT1011 VENTILATINI

PROTECTS AUTOMATICALLY—OVE11 I MILLION IN USE
• 111411111saU ideb Odium dislest num ssiiirs
ladmillos dump
• Wes WI, sessey: sad diti—listlier Maws eadrele your
• Ilivisses
doom' veal
• 14elps limb sodAril
• Helps primal kens weir sod weer pipes
• Ni J.*,--ddlowelleall, epos al VI—dews al 411*

t

:1
4
911011M;

WAIAID),
Ii

I

noas
au,

Next to Cain's AMC Jeep (502)753-3403

I
00•I

Moisture Barriers installed -

For
Wh
Is It

tor the lite to your home

TEMP- /ENT"AUTOMATIC

SER VAIL

add valu
quality ti
joy a no
You Cl
•citernent
your tili
Olean C

4,1•11141MR

MOP gar

Brace Work • Tomtits • Pest Control • Radon Testing

On
A staple
ble hold
shoots i
nail.far
and nail
ing the
for tight
Arrow'
dnves
squeeze
and ET
dnves a
even Mt
the Arrc
pies as I
mended

thansc
For;
msAyhrvoifil
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A staple is a two-pronged nail with double holding power An Arrow Staple Gun
shoots a staple wherever you'd drive a
nail;faster, better, cheaper than hammer
and nails It is one-hand operated, leaving the other hand free to hold insulation
for tight fastening. With one squeeze the
Arrow T-50, T-55 or 1T-21 Staple Guns
dnves a staple home. With one easy
squeeze of your finger, the Arrow ET-50
and ETN-50 Electm-Matic Staple Guns
drives a staple home with effortless ease,
even into tight corners With one blow
the Arrow HT-50A Hammer Tacker staples as fast as you can owing it Recommended where speed is filOre important
than accurate staple placement
For additional tool information, wmet
to Arrow Fastener Company, Inc. 271'
Mayhill Street. Saddle lima, NJ 07662

PAGE 5

Flexibility And Adhesion Are Keys To Long Lasting Caulk

dent, burn or wear out and it increases
the value of your home. In short, ceramic tile is designed for today's lifestyle.
One of the most exciting developments
in floor tile recently is new large size
glazed tile in 8 and 12' sizes. Increasingly popular among homeowners, the
new floor tiles are often used in solid colors with matching grouts for a monochromatic look. However, with the wide
variety of shapes, sizes and textures
available it is possible to design the floor
of your dreams with ceramic tile.
Popular colors range from darkest
charcoal to purest white with every color
in between. Smooth mane glazes in pastel colors, new neutral grays, peaches,
greens and mauves are being shown for
living rooms and great rooms in all parts
of the country.
Favonte shapes are square, rectangular and hexagon in sizes from 1" to 12'.
The w"riderful variety of colors, sizes
and shapes has helped ceramic tile nse in
populanty.
Area rugs work well on a ceramic tile
floor providing texture contrast and softness near furniture groupings. These
rugs may be conveniently removed lot
cleaning or rotated to spread wear.
Dress up any MOM in your house with
ceramic tile. It's easy to tile over existing
plywood floors, vinyl or old ceramic tile,
if it's in good shape. For professional installation contact your nearest Amencan
Olean Ceramic Excitement dealer.
While you're there, stop in at the
showroom for a look at full-size tile Be
sure that the tile you choose is suitable
for floor use Some tile is designed for
walls only. Floor tile is generally heavier
and thicker than wall tile and finishes are
either matte or textured
Ceramic tile is popular because it is
easy to care for. Today's busy families
spend less time cleaning than they used
to and ceramic tile fits this style perfectly. A tile floor will outlast generations of other floonng matenals and will
add value to your home, so shop for a,
quality tile from a quality dealer and enjoy a new way of living
You can see all the latest ceramic excitement and get the answers to' all of
your tile questions at any American
Olean Ceramic Excitement dealer

For Insulating
Where Speed
Is Important
On The Job

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1988

When adhenng two surfaces or sealing won't allow for this natural
movement
cracks and joints, whether indoors or will result in the sealant pulling away
outdoors, flexibility and adhesion are the from the sides or breaking.
keys to a lasting bond.
To remedy this problem, the old sealAll joints and surfaces naturally ex- ant must be completely removed and
pand and contract due to changing tem- new sealant applied. If you use
the same
peratures and other environmental and sealant or a sealant with similar characphysical factors. For instance, a bath and tenstics you're going to find
yourself
kitchen caulk, for optimum perfor- caulking all over again. Or, you can use
mance, should be able to withstand joint a sealant designed to stay flexible, withmovement of plus or minus 12'/2%. Us- stand movement, and possessing
supeing less flexible caulking sealant that nor adhesion that
will last.

TUCK'S

(PAN
pAELEIR'
IN
Ns9

H w:
4a4r5tini.NT
1is
. So.

Oo
901/587-3000
7:30-5:30 MON•FR1.
SAT. 7:30-3:00

MITCHELL & SEVERNS
CARPET and FLOORCOVERING
•Stainmaster Carpets
•Micro Blinds
*Wallpaper
.Armstrong & Congoleum Vinyls
1st
1st Quality Products and
Quality Installations
"We Install What We Sell."
94 West
753-2392

custom
door shop

IMPROVE YOUR
RAY OF LIVING

'T

General Electric
Cooktops

FIBERGLASS TUB UNITS $125.00
01 INT. DOOR UNITS - 37.00 w/trim
METAL DOOR UNITS - low as 59.00
VANITIES w/top - 29.99-39.99
7/16" CHIPBOARD - 4.99
1/4" CHIPB9ARD - 3.29
;i" PLYWOOD - 6.29
2x4x8' - .89
PANELING - low as 2.50
ow
CE
VINYL FLOOR COVERING - 2.50
KITCHEN COUNTER TOPS 01 - 4.99/ft.
ALL KINDS OF TREATED LUMBER
CARLOAD
4x8 TREATED LATTICE - 8.99
WHIRLPOOLS -475.00 up
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
STORM DOORS - 45.00
2x4's, 2x6's, 2x8's If3 pine
LANDSCAPE TIMBERS - 2.69

"Let our specialists
custom design
your new bathroom"
Visit our Showroom.

Hoods

altare
$ 1 3900
We also carry a full line of
1st Quality
•Appliances

•Refrigeators •Ranges
•Washers & Dryers

•Dishwashers

We do our own service & stock
a full line of parts
WISTIMOUCIIT
APPLIANC1

Vanity Tops • Tub Panels
Whirlpool Tubs • Shower Basses and Walls
Bathroom Accessories

THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE
612 S. 9th St.

753-5719

r46)'. 6
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Make A Lasting Impression
Choose A "Welcome" Door
A welcoming ambiance for a house is the
elegant Chantilly Mrrage door from
Simpson's Classic Collection. A door is
a focal point for any house and when it
says "welcome- as gracefully as the
Chantilly. Mirage. it makes a lasting impression. The elegance of the door is enhanced by the matching sidelights which
repeat the design in the leaded beveled
glass of the door.
The delicate design of the glass lets
light play freely into the entry while
maintaining privacy for the occupants.
All doors in the Classic Collection are

ii

C

crafted of vertical grain Douglas fir or
Western hemlock. The I '/.4" thicknes of
the Chantilly Mirage is augmented bs
the Innerbond laminated panel construction. When the manufacturer's specifications for the care and finishing of the
door are followed. the Innerbond panels
have a lifetime warranty against splitting
through due to weather conditions.
For information on the Chantilly Mi
rage or other doors in the Classic Collection, contact a Simpson Door represcnta
tive or write to Simpson Door Company
P.O. Box 210, McCleary, WA 98557.

Let us install continuous seamless
Reynolds Aluminum gutters formed to
fit your home on our special equipment.

Residential/Commerical
ASK FOR A FREE
ESTIMATE ON
OUR HIGHQUALITY_
GU=RS AND
DOWN SPOUTS AS
WELL AS OTHER
REYNOLDS
BUILDING
PROD('CTS

LQI
MREYN
ALUMIN
OLDS
UM
802 Chestnut St., Murray

Lighting taken for granted
410

Follow The Leader
'Vinyl and Aluminum
siding
'Replacement windows
'Shutters 'Columns
'Storm windows & doors
'Canopies & awnings

HOME IMPROVEMENT 1988

(502) 753-8181

America's #1 Wood Stove
Cold weather is upon
us. Shop now for the
best selection & prices
on fireplace inserts wood & coal furnaces
and free standing stoves.

In a well-designed home, the three
classifications of lighting- general ambient, and task -all come together for
practicality and beauty.
General, or ambient, lighting, is used
to increase your home's comfort and
safety. With ambient lighting, you can
create a stimulating or a relaxing environment, make your rooms and hallways
seem larger or smaller, and ensure that
For the easiest energy savings, all areas are inviting and safe for use.
turn lights off when you're not Accent lighting provides directional
light for a personalized, decorative touch
using them.
in any mom. By using track, recessed, or
Unfortunately, until a bulb burns out, uplights sitting on the floor, you're able
home lighting is usually taken for to focus attention on objects, and create
granted The efficient and effective use highlights and shadows for enhancing
of lighting, however, can add enjoy- the moods in different moms.
ment. safety, and beauty to your home, Task lighting is essential for reading,
increasing its value at an affordable cooking. working in the shop, doing
pnce. The Edison Electric Institute, the laundry, playing table games, or anyassociation of investor-owned electric where you require shadowless conditions
utilities, offers these tips on lowenng for specific chores. For these tasks,
your lighting hill, which can equal 15% choosing the right size bulb, and placing
of your monthly energy hill, and some it in the right location, will give you the
lighting ideas on increasing the beauty. optimum results.
safety, and value of your home:
'The outside of your house depends on
• Start with the simplest step-always lighting for night safety, secunty, and
turn off a light when you're not using recreation_ Your family and guests will
it
certainly appreciate lighting at all entry• Wherever possible, use adjustable ways, along steps and pathways, and
dimmer switches to match the lighting over the dnveway. And for extra crime
level to different activities.
protection, lighting is an excellent deter• Use plain:Pell:eine cells or timers to rent.
turn outdoor lights on and off autoBesides providing basic safety meamatically.
sures. outdoor lighting will also add to
• Use the more efficient reflector bulbs, the recreational enjoyment of your propespecially for task or accent lighting erty. Flood or spot lights can create an
(reflector bulbs direct light forward. outdoor "mom", giving you an extra
as opposed to general bulbs, which area for night entertaining or cooking.
emit light in all directions).
Outdoor lighting can also extend the use
• And use energy-saving fluorescents of a deck as well as a hot tub or spa.
wherever possible in kitchens. workFor an elegant outdoor evening ambishops. and for reading.
ence. decorative-lighting ideas include
Watt for watt, fluorescent tuhcs Offer light fixtures high in trees, with the
you more light with a longer life than in- branches filtering the light for fascinatcandescent bulbs And fluorescent tubes ing shadow patterns on the ground, spotare now available with a screw-in base lighting sculptures or decorative plantfor use in incandescent-bulb sockets. ings. and using ground lights to highlight
These lights are perfect for table lamps, gardens, patios, and for bnnging out the
and ceiling and wall fixtures. Simply texture of a stone wall or interestingly screw the fluorescent light in. and you'll surfaced fence.
receive the same quality of light, with up
In this manner, using indoor and outto a 77% savings in energy. A typical door lighting wisely, is an energy effiseven watt fluorescent bulb, for exam- cient and attractive way to enhance your
ple. offers you the same amount of light lifestyle and increase the value of your
as a 40 watt incandescent bulb
home.
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Upgrade to new standards
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Unless your home was built in between the joists, which
in most comes in handy, easy-to-carry
the last few years or with special cases will be either 15
or 23 packages that are compressed to
attention to energy conservation, inches. This will determ
ine the fit through small attic openings.
it may need to be upgraded to width needed. Then measur
e the Unfaced insulation should be
meet today's energy standards. length and width of the
attic and used where some insulation
Adding insulation to your attic is multipl them
y
together to find already exists and where them is
a simple do-it-yourself Saturday the total square
feet.
sufficient attic Ventilation. Faced
afternoon project. Here are stepNow, you're ready to go to a insulation, kraft or foil, should be
by-step instructions for easy local buildin
g materials dealer or used where no insulation exists
installation.
home center and they will help and where moisture condensation
First, determine the amount of you purchase the
right amount may occur. The vapor barrier; or
material you need to insulate of materia
l you need. Then roll facing, should be toward the
your attic by pushing a ruler up your sleeves
and begin heated area of the home.
down between a joist and the installa
tion.
For more information on insuinsulation to find the existing
Start with a high quality insu- lating your home, write
to the
thickness.
lation product like CertairlIV.ed Certained Home Institut
e, P.O.
Next, measure the space fiber glass insulat
ion which Box 860, Valley Forge, PA 19482 Insulation can he installed by the home do-it-yourselfer.

OER1133r

AteEllEST BUYS OF THE MONTH
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Hardware

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING

ne

OVER 20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

'r-

ato
pan
ra

SOLID WOOD CABINETS
RAISED PANEL DOORS
*BIRCH *OAK *WALNUT *CHERR
Y

Sc

GUNCASES • MANTELS • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
& BATH CABINETS
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING

753-5940
1)9

.-
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3-Pack
VHS Video Tape
,,
3-pack T120 tape gives
superio
r durability for replays &
r• .% .
'
..,
,I4 1
recordings
-, _

99

WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

As Advertised
On
National TV

....

iusi_2-70CLA
93487.881

;7411:s

70-Light
Midget Set

As Advertied
On
National TV

Clean or rnitti-rolnred inclon0outgniii
light set wtIti • •• • •nnectr •

"MP

25/.1/pr
Prroc l'ar•SIMm

6-Outlet
Power Center

SUNBURY CIRCLE MURRAY OFF SOUTH 4TH BEHIND BUNNY BREAD

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

.."..
-----r-r.

7

Features onrott pilot light ,',

Or184

HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL SAVING
BANK

WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

,

As Advertised
On
National TV

i 477

vol,
PA Y

15 amp circuit breaker Aril'
4' cord

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank has
the mortgage
money that you
need and home
financing may not
be as expensive as
you think! There ar
mortgage plans
available that can fi
your situation. For
those who qualify,
90% financing is
available.

/1

1 AS t
y
- ---''

700
77
—

12 Cup
Coffeemaker
rri design, with autocnahr
keep hot plate & 1-1ydr,
Cipan pump

Your
Final
Cost

(467.7.W. 467'
,
iii' r4,'1,',

Holiday
Hook-Up Pack

—

sM

Carton
Sealing Tape

..r
Ili I.
2 ii 22 2 yard culter-roll 01
il
• i ! Handy set with 6-outlet converter. r,
extens
cord
ion
ss
trong plastic mailing 4
.i
q cube-lap
1 it I
. •
wrapping tape
in
lk..
-1,:,;
1 •S,

366

i
j

.. ,

V.ipt

—

WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

(AGS22-22C
`)(71)5 no7no)

(UL1000
34412)

Personal
Flashlight
seksiefii,••

IMO flano•

Features super bright Kry
p-•••••I
brut) Includes 2 A A `.07.
irn,r0.

''`n

,•••
' Illef WS

Murray Supply Company
208 E. Main St.
NL.

753-3361
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Bathrooms the target of
home improvement plans
Winter's weather will mean
that everyone will be spending
more time inside their homes,
making the fall fix-up season a
busy one for local hardware
stores where do-it-yourselfers
are flocking to get the supplies
and advice they need to s money
while improving their homes.
One local hardware store
manager said the bathroom is an
area that many home-owners
are decorating and renovating
this year.
"People are installing new
vanities, new medicine cabinets,
and replacing old tub units,"

Steve Cunningham said. "One
thing that has been a real hot
item in the last two or three
weeks is the two-piece shower
stall — the tub is in one piece,
with a separate shower stall that
makes it easier to get inside the
doorway," Cunningham said.
Cunningham also noted that
wallpapers. especially those in a
soft country print, have been
moving well this season with
country blue and mauve leading
the parade of colors. Local
stores are now also offering prepainted mouldings of all types:
crown, inside, casing,

Is

baseboard, chair railing, even
inside and outside corners, that
require only a few basic carpentry skills for the layman to install. The molding? coordinate
with the wallpaper's colors, he
said. They aren't wood, but they
look like the real thing and could
be a big time-saver.
"They even make sawdust
when you cut them," Cunningham said.
One group of moldings The black and white theme is continued in this bathroom. The
available in Murray have pre- ultimate luxury, an all white floor, is beautifully
practical befinishing outiside molding caps cause of the minimum maintenance
required by ceramic tile.
(Ct•nt'd on page 9)

Home Equity
Line of
Credit
The Peoples Home Equity Line of Credit a a vanahte.
rate loan basal on the equity you have in rut. home. It is
available fa,instant use at any rime — much like a credit
card HCAIever, since your Home Equity Line is based on
the equity in your home, the amount you can hormw can
he substantial

How Do I Use It?
Simply by writing a special check from the book
we provide with your line We have only two
restrictions each check must be for a minimum
of $500 and no check may exceed the amount of
your Home Equity Line tor your remaining
balance if you have already used your line,

What Is The Highest Interest I Will Pay!

Bal

1(Cont'

Ceramic tile will not scorch or burn and is an ideal surface for the
fireplace and hearth in the formal living room.

Peoples Bank has placed a lifetime rate cap on
our Home Equity Liqes of OM

What Are The Terms Of Repayment!
The minimum payment is 2% of the outstanding
balance or $100. whichever is greater A
personalized statement will be mailed to you on
the first of each month detailing each transaction
Your checking account will be automatically
debited for the amount of payment ten days after
you receive your statement You can make
additional principal payments if you desire. There
are no penalties for prepayment at Peoples Bank

What Is The Interest Rate?

AREA RUG $alt

41/

Your interest rate will be 4.25% over the
Federal Reserve discount rate for our district
This rate is subject to change on a monthly basis
An annual fee of $15 will also be deducted from
your Home Equity Line

4x6 Fringed
Berber

Is It Easy To Get Started!
Yes Simply call 753.3231 for an appointment

39.95
Oriental Rugs

NORTH.-BRANCH
N 12th and Chestnut

SOUTH BRANCH
S. 12th and Story

PEOPLES BANK
MAIN OFFICE — 5th and Main —

6

X

9

9 x 12
Runners 2 x
Christmas Mats.

MURRAY f NY

- 32175
MIWR Fl)k
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Natural Gas
Is Abundant,
DOE Reports
The Department of Energy (DOE) has
released a report that says the United
States has an ample future supply of natural gas.
American Gas Association President
George H Lawrence said the report represents the first integrated government
look at the domestic natural gas resource
base and shosld allay any concerns about
supply or price to future users.
The DOE report says that the United
States has 35 years of recoverable natural
gas supply at prices below $3 per thousand cubic feet from the lower 48-states
alone and 60 years of technically recoverable supplies.
These government resource estimates
imply competitive gas prices well into
the next century.
"Stable competitive prices. combined
with a new generation of high-efficiency
natural gas appliances and heating equipment, makes it possible for consumers to
save money on their utility bills,- LawDeep watering with a root feeder now; and use
rence said.
of a fall ferti-

Qtmlio protection for tiler half -a Lentury

Flat White
Overcoat
Only

50

NOW $ I 2

MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY

104 East Maple

3 1 b'

lizer before winter can save drought damage
d trees and
shrubs and help homeowners avoid costly replace
ment next
spring.

Bathrooms...
((ont'd from page 8)
for the corners — all the installer
has to do is install the
end/corner caps, measure the
distance between them, and
make a simple straight cut with
a saw before nailing the
moldings into place
For walls, Cunningham said
that the tradional wood-grained
paneling is beginning to show a
decline in popularity, but a new
type of oitattil-paper-covered
paneling is taking up the slack.
It comes in a four-by-eight
sheet and is installed just like
regular paneling, but it is
available in a wide variety of
prints and patterns, all done in a
scrubbable vinyl wallcovering
"Generally, traditional paneling is hot, but not as much now
as in years past," Cimningham
said. "The vinyl-covered paneling is selling fast — the companies are offering more and
more patterns every year, but
they're cutting back on the traditional wood-grained patterns"
Another big seller this season
has been ceramic floor tiles,
which Cunningham said were
slightly more difficult to install
than rubber floor tile Even so,
he said 99 percent of the ceramic
tile is sold to the do-it-yourself
customers
"The has been really hot,"
Cunningham said, "and the majority of what we have sold has
been to people just like you and
me who are doing the installation the
"
Tile may be popular for sonw
flooring applications, but he said
Formica is still the leader in the
kitchen counter competition

lit Famous For A Reason: QUALITY'

Ghdden
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
OR YOUR
MONEY RACK'

MORE THAN
A PRODUCT

Model JE414
I ...nowt 4 ru It oven cavils

Reg.
S13.99

5- Csec.le CunvprtitPe
Dishwasher

SAVE $3.00

front, throat litspias shows conking

time and power level in use 99- tnIntare,
9Fasertnwl timer 5 Poses, I eve% TimeMn.. Clock tan be hong from knehert
wall
voth optional Installatartn
hit r
ail a Ale at extra row

• 1••••Old toubboble Aar Nosh
• Veen., d poplar mind

Durable Enamel Beauty for Walk and Trim!
•90 Dar
Mono., han.

SA'ISFAC
•AJAPAN T it)

O( F•chang•
Opt•en hewn

V41/Nif

9.1111'

GE or
pufthiplidm

Model G'41402111.

PiangOt
Savo/
The of knower Cont.
, WM.'
_
Coreree,ew Creed

5-rsrle wash selects., ,vw toiling emery.
saver des opet.,n Roll, *herr needed
IIMM ran he hullo •n
I hens ....id

Reg.
$ 18.99

veneer top

.10 Clov
Money twit
S. Emenonclo

GE. We bring
good things
to life.

0Enton horn
GE ow mem
pureheilld

SAVE $5.00
•
gnaw
• 114.11= mielly: *Am gpmAlv
• 111011•1 Wee WIN rowel

Sale Ends 11-25-88

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

Black's Decorating Center

Your General Electric Dealer in Murray
212 East Main Street

70 1 S
.753-ISS6

111, S.

1834830
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Cabinets -take on traditional look, McCoy says
The old adage The more
things change, the more they
stay the same" still rings true
when it comes to kitchen

cabinets, where a traditional colonial look with solid wood doors
is today's most-popular choice
for kitchen decorating.

ALL ITEMS
REDUCED!
'Air Conditioners
•Stoves
'Dryers
'Refrigerators
•Freezers
•Washers
'Dishwashers
1,71aiwcow•

FREE Pot Holder For Everyone
That Comes In!
We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 N.

759.1505

BEDMVEAD
BONU6 BONANZA
All of Carole's
Custom Loom Quilted
Bedspreads,
Coverlets, and Pillow
Shams are now
30% off
Thru Dec. 31st.
• 7 DAY SHIPPING FROM
RECEIPT OF ORDER
•THROW AND FITTED
STYLES
•12 LOOM PATTERNS

TERRY'S
DECORATING
Shoppinx

enter

;,

Murray cabinet-maker Jerry
McCoy his custom cabinets are
loaded with extra features that
have been missing in the past,

such as easy-gliding drawers,
different shelf depths and convenient storage drawers in areas
that were once unused, such as

the space infront of the sink or
under a surface-mounting range
top.
And, just like many antiques;
oak is one of today's mostpopular woods for cabinetry.
"Oak, Walnut and Cherry are
our best sellers, along with some
birch," McCoy said. Most of today's have raised solid-wood
doors with lots of extra-added
features built-in that you can't
get in a factory-made cabinet."
Althought McCoy does most of
his installations in new homes,
he said a number of local fixeruppers were calling on him to update their existing kitchens.
"We're doing some more
remodeling now," McCoy said.
"A lot of people are wanting to
go to more custom-designed
cabinets with solid wood instead
of plywood for the doors."
11).., A special treatment of
.
nitrocellulose lacquer gives his
-• cabinets a long-lasting, durable
finish that won't yellow with age,
he added.
For countertops, McCoy said a
• new product from DuPont has
quickly become a popular item
for the kitchen and bathrrom.
Dubbed ''Conan'' by its
manufacturer, the new countertop material is solid and nonporous with its color molded all
the way through the top. Minor
-,eratches can be buffed out with
light sandpaper treatment,
hile soap or a mild abrasive
leanser can be used for routine
ieanups.
Cohan can also be cut like fine
Modular electric cooktops add versatility and value to your hardwood to custom-fit any
kitchen.
decor. The material can be cut,
drilled, routed and sanded just
like hardwood, provided the opportunity for the home designer
to create a number of special
finishes for the edges of the
countertops, which are beginning to assume the lines of fine
wood and stonework, creating an
air of elegance that is both affordable and durable.
These devlopments follow advances in both materials and
processes that can make
polyester or acrylic resin look
like marble, and can give the appearance of a painted surface to
a laminated edge.
And consumers are hungry for
the style that a well-designed
edge treatment can add to a kitchen or bath.
"Details are mor important to
Reg '229"
consumers now," said Chicago
174 cu in (28 5cc).
designer Vaasa. "They want the
1 55 Cu in (25 4cc),
boxes, they want the softer lines
5 lbs Diaphram Type Carburetor.
7.05
lbs
(32
kg.),
— something that looks like it
Solid State, Mech. No Adjuster.
Solid Stale, 135 mph,
cost a lot of money."
Oregon 91SG, 3/6"; 14" bar
"Edge treatments are one of
(AO meters per sec 1
Anti-Vibration Handle 4-pt. Rubber Joe!
the easier means of designer expreswsion," said Todd VogelsInger, plublic relations manager
of Wilsonart "There's nothing
wrong with a laminate top, it's
"Limp In - Leap Out"
just that no one really looked at
Industrial Rd.
Murray
759-9831
the edge"

0

READY FOR ACTION!
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Chain Saw
G300TS

'18995
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The same room is transformed into a refined traditional statement by a magical switch in the countertop and wall treatment.
The Bayfield White on the Whirlpool NIasterCraft cabinets by
Whirlpool Kitchens and the simple porcelain knobs help create
the turn-of-the-century ambiance of this room by providing the
perfect backdrop for the torian countertops edged in a hand
painted tile.
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In Ground
Portable Models
Wholesale & Retail
Whether you own your home or drivers as substitutes for chisels.
with minimum weight, Coopercondo or rent an apartment, a For the right hand saw, choose
lbols recommends an 8 or 10-inch
basic tool kit is a necessity.
a crosscut saw which cuts wood adjustable wrench.
It should consist of a hammer, across the grain.
Tb take the measure of most
several screwdrivers, a crosscut Riming to wrenches, an adjustrepair-jobs around the house, look
saw, an adjustable wrench, a tape able wrench gives you the. levfor a tape measure that has large,
measure and a pair of safety erage to turn nuts, grip pipes
or clear numbers and is designed to
goggles. These items are enough work on plumbing fixtures. For
stand up to rough use. A 10 or
to handle most minor repairs comfort's sake, buy a tool with
a 20-foot measuring tape that lock'around the home. When buying cushion handle that provides
a in the open position should do
tools, look for quality, precision- sure grip. For maximum strength
nicely.
made products. With ordinary
care, they should last a lifetime.
A hammer is probably the most
basic tool you should have. Use it
for myriad jobs around the house.
There are several kinds and they
come in different weights. The
weight, etched in ounces on the
hammer head, refers to the
weight of the head.
Coopeilbols, a leading tool
manufacturer, suggests a 16500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
ounce curved claw hammer. It's
light enough to use with ease.
yet sturdy enough for most jobs
around the house.
lb ease "the turn of the screw,"
there are several kinds of screw•Brick •Paint •Windows
irivers. The more common for
jobs around the house are the
•Kitchen Cabinets
slotted for flat head screws and
•Vinyl Siding
the Phillips.
If you're going to change the
'Plumbing & Electrical
washer in a faucet, for example,
'Doors 'Roofing
you'll need a Phillips to remove
'Power Tools
the handle and a slotted screw
driver to remove the washer from
the end of the faucet stem. A
Open: Mon.-Fri. 7four-inch and a three-inch slotted
Sat. 8-12
screwdriver along with two
Phillips screwdrivers should he in
every basic tool kit. Use a screw
driver to install light swik
VISA-MC
shelves and ready-to-asset,
DISCOVER
furniture. Do not use screw

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

FOR ALL YOUR
HOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDS...

*Chandeliers
*Outdoor Lighting
*Track Lighting
*Bathroom Lighting
*Ceiling Lights
& Much More.

206 E

Main

Murray

1538194

OUR NEW LINE OF WINDOWS
IS JUST WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ORDERED.

That's because we now offer Marvin Windows
Marvin Windows can be made to order for you in
any of more than 5,000 sizes and shapes You can
choose casements, gliders double hungs, bay
windows pictures, triangles, trapezoids. even Round
Top windows, terrace doors and patio doors

All are extremely energy-efficient and made frorn
beautiful Ponderosa pine Yet they're no more
expensive than other brands of quality windows
And well deliver your windows fast
So the next time you're window shopping, come
let us show you the advantages of having your
windows made to order

Building Center
terIton, Ky

527-1461
1313 Poplar Street

4k Your Complete Home Building Supply Centers

